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Shell's international pot 
To Shell, the traditional pestle and 

mortar symbolists an appetite lor innovation 
in the field of epoxy surface coatings. I'ast. 
Present. And future. 

So look into our paint pot. And you'll see 
that as the largest suppliers of epoxy resins to 
the paint industry \vr-orlcl-wide, uc'vt: made 
co~ltributions in many areas. 

'fake l'o~vclcr Coatings. \Y'c pioneered the 
development ofcposy po\vdcr coatinss o\.cr 
ro years ago. And came up \vith high 
performance Epikotc powder sy5tcms \vidcly 
used in finishes today. 

'fake Nigh-Build cposy paints. 1Y.c 
formulated systems for the first high-huild 
epoxy paints. And dcvcloped sol\-cntlcs\ 
Epikote resin compositions for application hy 
heated two-component 4nr:Iv cquipmcnt. 

'I'akc I<lcctrodcpc)\ition. Shcll \vcrc t int  
to pionccr the dc\.elopn~cnt of cposy recin 
{>:lints i i ~ r  application hy llcctrodcpositio~l. 

.And looking into the future, we will 
continue to rake [he lid offour paint pot an<] 
provide you with the rcsults ofour- 
international rc\carcIi and de~.c.lonn?ent 
programme. 

1:or furtllcr inlormation, contact !.our 
Shell coriipan!.. In the I'K-your Shell 
(:hernicals \ale\ otlicc in I .ondor 
,\lanchcster, Hirmingham. C;lahgo\v or 
Helt';i\t: in r i i c  Kcpuhlir o t  
(:licmii.al\ Irclnnri I i~ i i i tcd .  

Shell Chemicals WEU 



COLOURS 110. 

SOUTHERN SALES 6 EXPORT: Maryland Road, Stratford, London, E.15 
Telephone: 01-534 4151. Telex: 263664 

NORTHERN SALES: Newbridge Lane, Stockport, Cheshire, 
SKI 2NB Telephone: 061-480 4474 



251, Derby House, 

MICRODOL SUPER 

in powder coatings 

improves scratch resistance and 
contributes t o  good flow of the 
resin powder. It gives a continuous 
film with no defects 



Some r---'s know it as the 
mn"hyl &!ier of ethyJme II 6. I ml. 

Others call it 
I 2ethoxyethanol or ethyl ,"rcol. - 

I& even been mZmcl to as 
C2 H508 CH2. CH2. OH. 



ensures sparkling brilliance 
that defies the weather 

KRONOS RNCX adds the touch of extra bril- 
liance that makes your product stand out from 
the rest. As a manufacturer of lacquers and 
finishes you gain goodwill and repeat orders 
by using this high quality pigment because it 
retains its excellent optical properties through 

extremes of climatic and atmospheric con- 
ditions. 
Interesting descriptive technical literature or 
advice on any specific problem are yours for 
the askin~. 
Write off today: we'll be glad to help. 

KRONOS T~TANIUM PIGMENTS I 
S1.Ann's House, Parsonage Green. Wilmsiow, Cheshire SK 9 IHG 
Telephone Wiimslow 29 511 

TITANGESELLSCHAFT MBH KRONOS EXPORT DIVISION 
609 Leverkusen 1 PesrhstraOr 5 West Ger~nany TITANIUM DIOXIDE 



FROM ICI. 
Also available are Ethoxol Acetate,Methyl 

Ethoxol, and Butyl Ethoxol.All of the highest 
quality. Now made and supplied by ICI. Backed 
by our advanced sales and technical service. 

If you'd Ii ke to know more a bout this new 
range of products and the prices we 
can offer, please return the coupon to 
the address shown. 
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ARM 
AGAINST 
RUST 

with 

ZINC DUST 
AM A LGAM ATED 0x1 DES (1939) LTD., DARTFORD, KENT 
Associated Companies: 
Stolberger Zincoli GmbH Aachen. West Germany. 
Canadian Zincoli Pigment Ltd., Milton, Ontario, Canada. a subsidiary of 

MORRIS ASHBY LIMITED 
'1C3 I--'I-iIL-POT LANE 
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- Setal 118 XX-60. Setal 209 XX-60. 
~ e t a l  84 VV-70 6; Setal 175 Sy n t h ese xx -70  combined with the melamine 
resin Setamine US-132 88-70. 

These products of Synthese are basic in 
formulating high quality automotive finishing 
systems. They form a built-in armour 
plate by rendering a fool proof and durable 
proteciion againsi the cold and wet 
climate of western europe as well against Kunstharsfabriek Synthese N-V. the influence of humid tropical weather 

member of the Akzo group of companies conditions. 
Ringersweg 5. Bergen op Zoom. Tel.: 36960 Samples andlor documentation material 
Holland will be gladly supplied on request. 

SYNTHESE Kunstharzgesellschaft m.b.H. Hagsche Strasse 46-48.419-Kleve. Germany Tel.: 0282112470 and 4610 
SocIBtB de RBsines Synlh~tlques SYNTHESE S.a.r.1. 27. Rue de Vesle. 51-Reims, France Tel.: 261475937 



From 1st September ICI Dyestuffs Division 
changed to Organics Division 

Why should a vital division of a great company 
change its name? 

After all, dyestuffs and pigments are the very 
foundation of our business. 

Nevertheless, we have been changing over the 
years as any vigorous company must in the complex 
world of chemicals. As each achievement has opened 
up new opportunities we've extended our business 
to cover a wide variety of organic chemicals. 

Now, with the merger of Dyestuffs Division 
and the business of Nobel Division in fields other than 
explosives, our range of products becomes even 
more extensive and a new name for the Division reflects 
the wider scope of our activities. 

Under our new name, ICI Organics Division, we 
shall provide our customers with the same compre- 
hensive and efficient service as before. And that's the 
only difference our customers will be aware of. 

The same sales and technical staff will be there 
to help and advise. 

Q Division 

Imperial Qi&al Industries Limited,Organics Division, Hexagon House, Blackley, Manchesier M9 3DA 



ONCOR MSO, the basic lead silico - chromate pigment, offers you ad- 
vantoges that make your work more economical: - .  e*<:, - :-.a 

- J - savings in raw material costs - ,T.Z ;,: - . - - I-- - - ease of manufacture - *  -. 5. , L , 
I L  ..* .:, e - good dispersibility 

T 7: 

=.- q.4 ONCOR M5O with its excellent anti-corrosive properties can be used 
in all coats with different binders. 

Experience with hundreds of large steel constructions gives you the 
security to buy o successfully tested product. 

-J. ? - I $  .':T ONCOR MSO - the basic lead silico-chromate pigment. 

.L - - ,  

C 

I 

Basingn'-I-e, Hampshire, I ' $ 
I 



DEDICATED 
WORKERS 

These minute larvae of t h e  lac insec.t will 
clrvotr their six-month life cycle to  
plag~ng t h e ~ r  part  in t h e  product,i'on of 
Ia,c-thc. vital Ilntl1r;t.l basme materin,l for 
SW'ANLAC BLEACHlED LACS (trans- 
1)nrrnl wnxy or mocl~fied) SHELLACS 
LAC ESTERS HYDROLYSED LAC 

Yon will find us equally dedicated t o  the  
task of meeting your lac requirements. 
likewise those for natural V A R N I S H  
RESINS. W A X E S  & W A T E R  G U M S  

Agents for Lsi;ii,l~.;t~etl 1906 

ANGEL0 BROTHERS SHELLACS 
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5 Imperial gallon or 25 Iitre capacities 
each with 70% ullage 

This is the most thought-about, the most 
caref~lly designed, tested and ins~ected 

IOUBLE RfCtSStO RAS 
OR POURING GRIP AN1 

- 

container we have yet produced: This 
5-gallon pack has so many built-in 

advantages: choice of closures, of sizes, of 
polymers, of colours ; exceptional impact 

resistance; no wasted space, integral 
pourer and, above all, exceptional stacking 

performance. Measure it against your 
present pack by sending for a sample 

and full information 

mnCE SMOOTH dR... 
FOR DECORATlOh 

Rheem Blagden Limited 
PLASTIC CONTAINERS DIVISION 

B u t c h e r s  Road, London, E.16. 
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THIS IS THE START 01 
BRIGHT COLOUR ANO 
SUPER- DURABILITY 

rlOXlDE R-CR2 ,  a multipurpose pigment 
and BTP's standard for high durability, is suitable 
for almost all paints, printing inks, plastics, 
rubber, paper coatings, resin-bonded laminate 
papers, and polyolefine fibres. Initial wetting both 
by non-aqueous and aqueous media is extremely 
fast, and complete dispersion is achieved very 
quickly. R - C R 2  is ideally suitable for processing 
in mills of all types. Owing to its surface treatment 
i t  usually gives lower millbase viscosities 
Qhan pigments not similarly treated, so that much 
higher pigment loadings can be used to 
increase productivitv. TIOXIDE R - C R 2  can be 

incorporated easily into most types of plastics 
even when using low-shear machines, thus saving 
production time and increasing throughput. 

I 
With its high level of tint-reducing power, 

opacity, gloss retention, and colour stability, th 
excellent chalk resistance of R - C R 2  makes it 
the economical choice whenever exterior durability 
is of overriding importance. 

Tioxide International Lim 
10 STRATTON STREET LONDON WIX 685 . Eh 
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Tramsac tioms and Com,m r~n,icc#Lions 

Film appearance and its 
dependence on solvent 
formulation: A more systematic 
approach* 
By D. H. Scharer and L. A. Tysall 
Shell Research Ltd., Egham Research Laboratories, PI) Box 11, Whitehall Lane, 
Egham, Surrey. 

Quantitative information relating solvent composition to coating performance is available 
for only one-, two-, and occasionally three-component solvent mixtures. None of the data 
refers directly to film appearance. A systematic approach to the formulation of multi- 
coniponent blends is not possible and general rules of thurnb based on experience have to 
be used. Two approaches to this problem are described. 
The first deals with the experimental determination and use of systematic performance data. 
A technique is described for assessing the flow of paint films on a numerical scale using 
standard geonietrical patterns. This enables large series of panels to be examined and a 
store of useful data to be built up. A planned statistical programme to determine flow and 
viscosity trends with a multi-component solvent mixture is outlined, and methods of using 
the results discussed. Simple formulating problems can be solved graphically, but a computer 
optimisation technique is needed when three or more variables are involved. 
The second approach describes the use of basic solvent properties such as solubility 
parameters and evaporation tinies in formi~lating solvent blends, and is of use when specific 
performance data are unavailable. Some liniitations of the method are demonstrated and 
ways of improving the mathematical niodel to include factors such as solvent balance are 
considered. 

Keywords 
Pro.nc~otic~s charucteri.stic.s and conditions Eqrripnient pritrruoif.~ associated wirh 
pri~iicrrily nssociuted with drier/ or crrrcd rrnrrly.~i.s rrrc~usrrrcJrncr~t or testing 
jihns computer 

appearance 
Miscc~llnneorrs 

solvent formulation 

L'apparence du feuil et sa d6pendance sur la composition du 
solvant utilish. Un abordement plus rationel 

1,:s donnces quantitativcs sur lc rapnnrt critre la composi!iorl du solvant et le renoement 
du rev~tcnicrit qui Ie contient, est disponible seulement dans It: cas des melarlges de solvants 
a dsux 011 rare~ncnt a trois coniposants. Aucune dcs donnees ne rapportent I'apparence du 
feuil. Un ahord rationel h la misc au jour des nielangcs & plusieurs composants n'est pas 
possible, ct I'on doit utiliser des gknCrali~ations empiriques basCes sur experience. On dkcrit 
deux abords a cc problcmc. 
Le premier sc traite dc la determination experi~iientale et de I'utilisation des donnCes 
rationnelles a l'egard du coniporternent. On dCcrit une technique pour apprkcier I'ecoulement 

.- 

*Presented to thc Torquay Conference on G May 1971. 
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Introduction 
Solvent based formulations are still the most widely used type of surface coating 
system, and the selection of suitable solvent mixtures is a subject of continuing 
interest and importance. The volatile components play a vital role during the 
application and drying of this type of coating, and have a marked effect on 
final film appearance. Badly chosen solvents will lead to poor flow or loss of 
gloss, or in more serious cases to defects such as blushing and pinholing. 
Better appearance can often be obtained by modifying application techniques, 
but no amount of practical expertisc will give good results if the solvents are 
poorly formulated. 

In most coating systems, multi-component solvent blends are used so that, 
for example, volatility and viscosity can be suitably adjusted, and advantage 
taken of synergistic effects SLICII as "latent solvency". Non-solvents may also 
be included to modify "solvent power" and reduce attack on previous coats, 
though a more compelling rcason for their use is the economic incentive of 
cost reduction. Non-solvents are generally cheap, and it is usually possible to 
include them in the mixture while maintaining adequate performance. In most 
situations, the object when formulating is not to produce the solvent mixture 
with the best overall technical performance, but rather to produce the cheapest 
mixture that just meets minimum acceptable requirements. But how is a 
formulator to select a suitable solvent mixture? Most of the quantitative 
information available on evaporation rates, resin solubilities, and solution 
viscosities refers to single solvents. There are limited data on binary mixtures 
and a little on ternary mixtures, the latter mainly concerned with diluent 
tolerances and solubility limits. Systematic data on more complex mixtures 
are virtually non-existent. Moreover, none of the information available refers 
directly to film appearance. The formulator must therefore rely on traditional 
rules of thumb, such as "slow evaporating solvents are good for flow", and 
"too much non-solvent is bad for flow". At the same time, volatility must be 
kept high to ensure acceptable drying time, and the maximum amount of cheap 
non-solvent used to give acceptable cost. At present, the only guide to achieving 
a sound compromise between these conflicting factors is general experience. 
In practice, this process is used to produce a number of possible solvent blends 
which are then submitted to testing in the laboratory. If none is acceptable, 
the results may indicatc the direction in which adjustments should be made. 
The skill of the formulator is judged by the cost-performance of the mixture 
finally selected, and by the amount of experimental work needed to locate it. 

It  seems basically unsatisfactory that such an arbitrary procedure still has 
to be adopted even for coating systems that have been available for many 
years and have been tlie subject of a great deal of experimental work. The 
desirable alternative is to be able to make use of systematic quantitative 
information in place of general experience. For simple solvent blends of two 
or three components, it is not dificult to plan a short experimental programme 
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to  provide some systematic performance data, nor would such a programme 
involve a large amount of experimental work. In addition, the relationship 
between properties and blend composition can easily be visualised using simple 
graphs, triangular diagrams etc., and a suitable blend located. 

When more complex mixtures of five, six or more components are being 
considered, then the number of variations open to the formulator rapidly 
becomes very large. It becomes essential to use a planned statistical programme 
to determine adequately the influence of composition on performance. This 
type of exercise can involve considerable experimental effort, but the expense 
is more easily justified if the results can be carried over and coupled with those 
of other programmes to form a general bank of information suitable for 
future use. Too often the results of experimental programmes are applicable 
solely to one problem. There is no carry over of quantitative data and a great 
deal of potentially useful information is lost. This is particularly true with 
properties such as film appearance, which do not lend themselves readily to 
numerical assessment. Even with easily measurable properties, such as viscosity 
and drying time, there has been virtually no build-up of data because pro- 
cedures have not been adequately standardised. In this paper several quanti- 
tative techniques for dealing with some of these difficulties are discussed. 

The assessment of flow in lacquers 
A common problem when formulating low cost solvent blends, particularly 
for cheap non-convertible coatings, is to balance the low viscosity needed for 
spray application with acceptable film appearance. Reasonably successfu! 
solvent blends should not, of course. cause serious film defects such as pin- 
holing or blushing to be developed, but will certainly give rise to some degree 
of bad flow (usually called "orange peel" because this describes well the 
appearance of the film). Frequently a choice between blends comes down to 
a comparison of their effects on the flow of the formulation. It is soon found 
that, when a series of trial panels are sprayed out, an assessment of their flow 
involves a good deal of personal preference. As a first step in making the 
assessments quantitative. the opinions of a panel of assessors should be 
obtained and their overall rankings analysed for significance by a statistical 
method. It is the authors' experience that results are often influenced by 
spraying techniques, and it is desirable to standardise the method of application 
as far as possible and to have the coatings applied by more than one operator. 
Alternatively, an automatic spraying machine can be used. although it is 
important to be satisfied that the machine applies the coating in the same 
general way as a spray-hand. 

As an example of the type of ranking procedure which can be used, suppose 
that a trial lacquer formulation has been made LIP using five different solvent 
blends ( I  to V), and the lacquers sprayed out in duplicate by three operators 
(A, B and C). Each group of five panels is then examined by three assessors 
(u, p and y), who are each asked to rank them in order of flow, scoring 4 points 
for the best down to 0 points for the worst. Within each group, the numbering 
of the panels should be random, so that no preconceived ideas of performance 
can be carried over from one series to the next. Equal rankings are not 
allowed and an opinion must be given even in cases of uncertainty. The results 



are given in Table I, where t denotes the total score per panel, and T the total 
score per lacquer. 

Table I 
Typical set of rank in^ assessnlenfs 

Total 
points 

awarded 
T 

Lacquer 

. 
I 

1 1  

111 

IV 

v 

The overall points scores for each lacquer (T) indicate an average assessment 
of flow, but there is obviously uncertainty in the results, shown up by a lack 
of unanimity between assessors. It is vital to know whether the differences in 
these scores could have arisen purely by chance owing to variation caused by 
other factors, or correspond to a genuine difference in flow. A statistical analysis 
can be used to estimate the minimum difference in scores needed for the 
variation to be considered significant with any chosen degree of confidence. 
The following simplified calculation is based on a two-way analysis of variance, 
details of which can be found in standard statistical texts, and uses the mean 
square for the lacquers x sprayers interaction to estimate the required variance. 
The steps involved are shown below. 

Let NA = number of assessors 
NS = number of sprayers (including duplicates) 
NL = number of lacquers 

Calculate a sum of squares for the total points scores per lacquer (T), 

Sprayer 

Calculate a sum of squares for the total points scores per panel ( I ) ,  

Calculate the mean sum of squares for the lacquers x sprayers interaction, 

A 
-- - 
Assessor' f 

Calculate the variance of a points total (T)  
V = N A . N s . M = 3  X 6  ~ 0 . 9 . -  16.2 

% B Y  -- 
0 2 2  

3 3 0  

1 0 1  

2 1 3  

4 4 4  

As an approximation, any pair of points totals must differ by more than 
3 r  standard error or 3 d T f o r  the difference to be considered significant at 
the 95 per cent confidence level. In this example, the difference must be greater 

A (duplicate) 

- 

6 

12 

- 
Assessor 
~ H Y  -- 

4 1 3 2  

6 2 1 0  

2 0 0 1  

3 2 4  

4 4 3  

- 
r 
- 

I 

9 

1 1  

B 
-- 
Arsessor 
~ P Y  

6 2 3 1  

3 0 1 4  

I 0 0  

3 2 . 3  

4 4 2  

B (duplicate) 
- 

f 

- 

5 

8 

10 

Assessor 
Y -- 

6 3 2 2  

1 1 1  

1 0 0 0  

2 3 3  

4 4 4  

C 
- 

f 

- 

8 

12 

Assessor 
a  (3 Y - 

7 2 2 1  

3 0 0 0  

0 1 1 2  

3 3 3  

4 4 4  

C (duplicate) 
- 

t 

- 
5 

9 

12 

-- 
Assessor 

- 
1 1 1  

0 3 2 0  

4 0 0 2  

- 
f 

-- 
3 

5 

2 

2 3 3  1 
4 4 4  12 I 
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than 3416.2 or approximately 12 points. This means that the assessments 
have failed to show a convincing difTerence in flow between lacquers I and 11, 
whilst that between 11 and 111 is borderline. The results can thus be summarised: 

Ordt~r offJorv 
Lacquer Points score (T)  PC ' r  f o r r n ~ n c ~  

V 69 I 
I V 48 2 

This type of analysis can thus lead to firm conclusions in a field of personal 
preference. More sophisticated analyses than the one illustrated above can 
be used to examine the variations between sprayers, assessors, etc., but will 
not eliminate one serious drawback of this approach. The results for any set 
are not tied to a fixed standard, so although complete within themselves they 
cannot be related to those of another set of assessments. There is thus no 
accumulation to form a general store of data. Even if it is established for one 
set of lacquers that solvent A gives better flow than solvent B, it is not valid 
to assume that it will do so when used with other components, or even with 
the same components in different proportions. 

The ranking method of assessment is also unsatisfactory when a large 
number of panels is involved. (Note that, although 30 panels were involved 
in the above example, they were assessed in groups of five.) When asked to 
arrange a series of panels in order of performance, the assessor should in 
principle examine all possible pairs within the set. In practice, some of the less 
likely comparisons will be omitted. For example, if panel 1 > panel 2, and 
2 > 3 and 3 > 4, he will not usually bother to compare I with 4. In a 5-panel 
set, there are 10 possible pairs, of which about 6 are likely to be examined 
in order to produce a ranking. For a 12-panel set, there are 66 possible pairs, 
and the assessor easily becomes confused. In the authors' experience the 
practical limit for ranking assessments is about 8 panels per set. This is hardly 
sufficient for the large experimental programmes needed to examine the per- 
formance of complex solvent mixtures. Some alternative method is needed. 

Assessment of flow against fixed standards 
Some of the difficulties discussed above can be overcome by assessing flow 
against a series of fixed standards and expressing the results on a numerical 
scale. The simplest approach is to select a range of panels illustrating suitably 
different levels of flow and use them as standards. These are given arbitrary 
numerical ratings, say I, 2, 3, 4 up to 10, and the flow of a test panel obtained 
by comparison with this standard range. This method is convenient and easy 
to apply in practice, but suffers from a number of drawbacks. It is difficult 
to reproduce the standard panels when new standards of the same performance 
are required, and there is no firm basis for assigning ratings to the standards 
in the first place. 

When asked to compare flow, many assessors find it helpful to use the 
reflected or transmitted image of some convenient bright object such as a 
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striplight or window frame as a guide. The principle is that images transmitted 
or reflected by a film are distorted by the flow pattern, and the clarity of the 
image may be used to judge performance. This approach can be made the 
basis of a quantitative method of flow assessment by introducing a series of 
standard geometrical patterns as an aid to the assessor. 

The transmission technique is currently being used in the authors' laboratory 
for assessing the flow of clear lacquers sprayed on glass panels. As a further 
development, it is intended to examine the use of reflection techniques with 
pigmented systems where transmission of images is impossible. Although the 
transmission method is capable of further refinement it is already proving 
useful. One convenient arrangement is to use an overhead projector. Standard 
patterns are placed on the projector and the image passed through the test 
panel and focused on a screen. The test panel is mounted at a fixed point in 
the light path, as shown in Fig. I .  

u 
Fig. 1. Projection scheme for flow assessment 

A series of geometrical standards progressively decreasing in pattern size 
is projected on to the screen until the pattern becomes too blurred to be 
distinguished. A panel of assessors is asked to record the finest pattern just 
visible under these conditions. The size of this pattern is taken as a quantitative 
measure of the flow of the film, coarse patterns indicating poor flow 
and fine patterns good flow. As the panel of assessors views the projected 
images simultaneously, a large series of panels can be examined fairly 
quickly. The numerical results recorded by the assessors are averaged 
for each panel and for each lacquer to give an overall rating of flow. The 
values can be analysed for significance by statistical methods, as described in 
the previous section. 

In the early stages of development, a set of wire mesh grids was used as 
standard patterns. While the wire grids were convenient, being readily available, 
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it was found that mesh size was not a suitable measure of their relative sizes. 
Close inspection showed that the ratio of wire diameter to the aperture size 
varied for different meshes. Whilst this can be allowed for by calculating 
suitable size factors for the grids, it seemed a basically unsatisfactory approach. 
and the wire meshes have now been replaced by a series of photographically 
reproduced standards. These were obtained as a series of ten black and white 
transparencies from a photograph of a 50 mesh wire grid by using magnifica- 
tions ranging from x 0.5 to x 2.5. These grids maintain a constant ratio 
between line width and aperture size. The magnification size of the smallest 
grid visible to an assessor through a lacquer is taken as a numerical rating of 
its flow. 

The method is basically satisfactory but is capable of a number of refine- 
ments. For example, the Institute of Ophthalmology has suggested that patterns 
of parallel bars would produce less eye fatigue than the present grid designs. 
and should therefore give improved consistency. The optimum relation between 
the sizes of successive patterns and whether it should be based on an arithmetic 
or a geometric progression is also being studied. A further source of variation 
is that, owing to differences in eyesight and in judgment of the end-point, some 
assessors consistently record finer grids than others. Some variation in results 
is to be expected in a subjective test such as this and can be taken into account 
by using a panel of assessors. However, consistent variations should be 
eliminated, and methods for incorporating a test of end-point decision into 
the procedure are being examined so that results can be scaled accordingly. 

These improvements are only refinements and do not alter the basic 
philosophy of the approach. The most important point is that each panel is 
examined separately and given an independent rating for flow on a numerical 
scale. The method does not involve comparisons within a series and, unlike 
the assessment by ranking, is suitable for large series of panels. The results 
are no longer purely relative, but can be carried over and compared quanti- 
tatively with those from other programmes. 

The systematic determination and use of data 
The development of a numerical assessment method allows flow data on 
coatings to be accumulated. However, it  is essential to ally the method to a 
systematic approach if  the influence of solvent composition on performance 
is to be adequately determined. In general. the effect of any one solvent on 
flow, viscosity, or other performance factors will not be a simple function of 
its concentration, but will depend on the levels of the other components. In 
order to detect non-linear relationships and interactions between components. 
it is essential to examine the effect of each component at several different 
levels. 

For example. as part of a continuing programme to generate data on solvent 
effects that can be used in solving future formulation problems, a five-component 
solvent blend intended for use in a nitrocellulose lacquer has recently been 
examined. The object was to take a standard nitrocellulose resin system and 
determine, within the useful composition range, the effect of each solvent on 
the viscosity and flow of the system. The components were selected so that the 
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These equations relating performance to solvent composition can be used 
in several ways. First, it is possible to interpolate multi-dimensionally and 
estimate the performance expected for any blend of the five components. These 
estimates will be most accurate for points near the central composition and 
will become progressively less well defined as the distance from the centre 
increases. 

Whilst this type of information can be useful, the formulator usually requires 
some sort of visual impression of performance trends. There is an insuperable 
problem here in that the human mind cannot visualise variations in more 
than three dimensions simultaneously, and in practice can only deal con- 
veniently with two-dimensional plots. The computer programme used to analyse 
the results of this experiment can also be used to plot out diagrams showing 
the dependence of any performance factor on any pair of composition variables. 
Figs. 2, 3, and 4 are examples of these plots and show the flow and viscosity 
of the lacquer, and the cost of the solvent blend as functions of alcohol content 
and the proportion of ketone in the remainder of the solvent. Variables x(3) 
and x(4) are held constant at the + I and - 1 levels respectively, so that 
each diagram refers to a hydrocarbon containing 60 per cent TOL/40 per cent 
SBP, and to a ketone of composition 55 per cent MIBK/45 per cent MEK.  

% VOL. ALCOHOL IN 
TOTAL MIXTURE 

%, VOL. KETONE IN REMAINDER 

Fig. 2. FIow 

The flow results are derived from measurements using standard grids and 
have been put on a scale from 0 (bad) to 10 (good) for the purposes of this 
exercise. Fig. 2 shows that the lacquer gives the best flow with solvents con- 
taining no alcohol and the maximum amount of ketone. However, it is 
interesting to note that, although alcohol adversely affects the flow of mixtures 
rich in ketone, it has little effect on flow with lean mixtures. Fig. 3 shows the 
viscosity in poise at 25 per cent wtlvol solids. In this case there is an optimum 
alcohol content for the lowest viscosity, but again the situation is not straight- 
forward. The optimum shifts from about 12 per cent alcohol in the richest 
mixtures examined to about 24  per cent alcohol in the leanest mixtures. The 
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% VOL. ALCOHOL I N  
TOTAL MIXTURE 

4 5 55 0s 
7; VOL. KETONE I N  REMAINDER 

Fig. 3. Lacquer viscosity (poise) 

% VOL. ALCOHOL I N  
TOTAL MIXTURE I 

45 55 65 
% VOL. KETONE I N  REMAINDER 

Fig. 4. Cost (shillings/gall) 

cost of the solvent mixtures in shillings:'gallon is shown in Fig. 4. It is obvious 
here that the best area for cost does not correspond with those for flow or 
viscosity, and any practical system will have to be a compromise between 
these opposing trends. It must be stressed. however, that these conclusions 
may not hold for other values of the two variables s(3) and s(4) which were 
held constant in this example. 

Two-variable plots such as these can be used to solve simple formi~lating 
problems graphically. For example, within the limited range of compositions 
represented by Figs. 2-4, it is simple to locate the minimum cost blend giving 
a viscosity say of 6 2.4 poise and a flow of 2 7. The problem is not so simple 
when none of the composition variables is fixed and an optimum is being sought 
in more than three dimensions. In some cases i t  may be possible to print out 



enough plots of this type to locate the required composition graphically. 
However, it is much easier to let a computer find the optimum composition 
using a standard non-linear optimisation programme. As an example, the 
centre point blend examined in the RCC experiment gave a flow of 6.1, viscosity 
of 2.8 poise and cost 5.4 shillings/gallon. The optimisation programme can 
be used to answer the question, "What is the cheapest blend of these com- 
ponents giving the same or  better flow and viscosity?" The computer located 
a blend meeting these requirements and showing a 5 per cent cost saving. The 
composition variables and the actual compositions of the centre point and 
optimum cost blends are given in Table 4. As the proportion of every solvent 
has been changed to some extent it is doubtful if any other method could 
have located this minimum cost composition in a reasonable time. 

The procedure is quite general in application and can be used to optimise 
any property within a set of constraints provided these can be expressed by 
a n  equation in solvent composition. 

Solvent hl~trtls giving eqrrul lucquc~r viscosity uritl ,flow 

-- -. .~ 

d l )  Alcohol in total . . . . 
~ ( 2 )  Ketone in remainder . . 
s ( 3 )  Aromatic in hydrocarbon 
.r(4) Medium boiler in ketone 

-- ~ 

M E K  .. . . . . . . 
MlBK .. . . . . . . 
IPA .. . . . . . . 
TOL .. . . . . . . 
SBP . . . . . . . . 

Centre point 
blend 
% vol. 

Optimum cost 
blend* 
% vol. 

-- -. - . - - - - - - - - -- - 
Cost (shillings/gallon) . . . .  . . . 5.4 5.1 

"Within the area exanlined experimentally. 

With consistent information of this type available, the formulator would be 
in a much better position to tackle practical problems. Provided test methods 
are adequately standardised, further data can be added to the store from 
subseqilent experimental programliies, and a still more general picture of 
performance trends built up. An aspect of particular interest is the ability to 
make a quick response to a sudden shortage of a component or a change in 
price structure. Although it wo~lld no doubt be prudent to carry out some 
check tests on the calculated formulations, the amount of work involved 
should be sniall. 

Tie selection of solvent hlends using basic solvent properties 
The drawback of the formulating approach outlined in the previous section 
is that it provides no basic understanding of the factors that influence the 
performance of a coatings system. Whilst data on solvent effects can be steadily 
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built up from experimental programmes and accurate predictions made within 
the range of compositions examined, there is no firm basis for projecting those 
predictions to include other solvent components and behavioi~r with other 
resins. 

It should be possible to make use of the basic properties of the solvents 
themselves to estimate the performance of a mixture. It is known, for example, 
that the solubility parameter and measures of polarity and hydrogen bonding 
give a guide to which solvents will dissolve a resin, that solvent viscosity 
correlates to some extent with solution viscosity, and that evaporation rates 
give some indication of drying time and flow performance. These basic pro- 
perties can be used as a first step towards setting up a quantitative formulating 
method. For example, consider the following problem. A solvent blend per- 
forming satisfactorily in a nitrocellulose lacquer is calculated to have properties 
as shown below. 

Solubility parameter X 8.75 
Fractional polarity4 P 0.16 
H-bond acceptor index5 H B  6.22 
Solvent viscosity (cP) Visc. 0.6 1 
90% wt evaporated time (sec) Ev. time 440 
Cost!unit volume (relative cost) Cost 23.7 

These properties were calculated assuming a linear dependence on com- 
position, that is by weighting according to volume fraction. This is known to 
be a poor approximation in many cases, but there is little alternative i~nless a 
specific non-linear relationship is known to apply. In this calculation mixture 
viscosities were obtained by linear combination of log values. 

The object is to produce a blend with properties at least as good as those 
of the control at lowest cost, using the six components shown below. 

Acetone 
Methyl isobutyl ketone 
"Oxitol" acetate* 
n-Butanol 
Xylene 
SBP 120-140 

Relative 
priceiunit 
volume 

D M K  19.0 
MlBK 37.7 
OXAC 83.8 
N BA 36.4 
XY L 12.1 
SBP 9.6 

The constraints defining an acceptable blend are set up as follows. It is 
Itnown from the solvency parameters of true solvents and non-solvents for 
nitrocellulose that any reduction in the 8, P, and HB values from those of 
the control blend will give reduced performance. However, it is tempting to 
make such a reduction because of the need to maxiniise the hydrocarbon 
content to obtain minimum cost. Thus, any blend matching the control should 
-- - -- -- - - - -- - - - - - -- - -- 
'Mono-ethylene glycol mono-ethyl ether acetate. Shcll trade mark. 



have B 2 8.75, P 2 0.16, and H B  2 6.22. It is unnecessary to set maximum 
limits on the values of these parameters as those of the cheapest solvents 
tend to be lower than those of the control. For mixtures of similar solubility 
characteristics, solvent viscosity is likely to be a guide to the viscosity of the 
resin solution. A limit of 6 0.61 cP is thus appropriate for the blend viscosity, 
so that mixtures more viscous than the control are ruled out. Lastly, fast 
evaporating blends might be expected to be bad for flow. As the cheap solvents, 
in general, evaporate very quickly, a minimum limit on the 90 per cent wt 
evaporated time is necessary. The 440 seconds value for the control was used 
as a guide. 

The cheapest blend of the six components which meets all these requirements 
was located using a linear optimisation programme.1° The blend composition 
is shown in Table 5 as "first attempt," together with its calculated properties 
and the limits set on them. 

Tuhle 5 
Exn~t~p lc s  of cost optirni.seti hlencls 

Second attempt 
composition % v/v Solvent 

Properties ( Limit sct Valuc found I Limit set Value found 

First attempt 
composition y6 v/v 

8 .. . . . . . . . . 
P . . . . . . . . 
HB . . . . . . . . 
Viscosity (cP) . . . . . . 
Evap. time (sec) . . 
volume fraction DMK ' .. 
Volume fraction OXAC . . 

The blend is borderline as a solvent for nitrocellulose but is definitely 
unacceptable from the point of view of volatility balance. The true solvent, 
acetone, evaporates too fast compared with the diluents, and the blend would 
rapidly become a non-solvent for the resin. This is perhaps not surprising, as 
none of the constraints applied have any influence on solvent balance. 

DMK .. . . . . . . 23.0 

Two approaches are possible at this stage. The first is to fall back on general 
formulatiiig experience and use this to set additional constraints ul~til an 
acceptable blend is obtained. For example, the proportion of fast evaporating 
true solvent could be limited to a maximum of 10 per cent, and a minimum of 
5 per cent of slow evaporating true solvent could be required in the blend. 
The result is shown in Tablc 5 as "second attempt." This appears to be an 
acceptable blend and might be a reasonable starting point formulation for an 

MlBK .. . . . . . . 
OXAC .. . . . . . . 
NRA .. . . . . . . 
XYL .. . . . . . . 
SBP .. . . . . . . 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

74.5 
2.5 

-- 

Blend price per unit volun~e . . I 13.6 
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experimental programme. The most convenient way of using this approach is 
to set up the optimisation programme so that it can be used through a con- 
versational computer terminal. The formulator can then set constraints defining 
the properties required and obtain a minimum cost blend in a matter of seconds. 
The effect of changing or adding constraints can be judged and an acceptable 
blend located by a stepwise procedure. 

However, it is evident that the formulator's experience plays a vital role in 
the above procedure and a second and more satisfactory approach would be 
to extend the mathematical model to include further solvent effects. The 
question of solvent balance is perhaps the most important. Methods of 
calculating composition changes during the evaporation of mixed solvents are 
now available that take into account non-additive effects" ' 7 .  8. These can be 
used to estimate the way in which the properties of the solvent mixture change 
during evaporation9. This type of calculation could be used to set further 
constraints on properties, so that only blends maintaining adequate solvency 
throughout the evaporation process would be considered acceptable. There is 
thus room for considerable further development of the method. 

The methods described in this paper are in a fairly early stage of develop- 
ment. Nevertheless, it is believed that they show promise of improved efficiency 
in dealing with the problem of formulating solvent mixtures for coatings so 
that film appearance coupled with other required properties can be obtained. 
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Discussion at the Torquay Conference 
MR G. W. ROTHWELL referred to the technique of using a panel of assessors to compare 
experimental paints with a standard. Obviously some acceptance limits must have 
been set, but was it not possible that the subjective judgments of the assessors would 
vary, for a number of reasons? Discussions between assessors could influence their 
decisions. 

MR L. A. TYSALL agreed that this was possible. but said that it could be allowed for. 
I t  was really a question of designing the method. When the earlier work on assessment 
of flow had been carried out, an investigation of the method had been included, by 
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performing the work almost in reverse: the assessors had been assessed using specially 
prepared samples. This gave a guide to the efficiency of the method. 

A similar problem arose in testing in the food industry, and there was a British 
Standard Method for the screening procedure in choosing the panel. Similar procedures 
could be carried out for the flow assessments-in general, inconsistent assessors were 
discarded, and the individual tendencies of each assessor discovered and, if necessary, 
allowed for mathematically. 

MR F. ARMITAGE remarked that it had been stated that in setting up the observation 
experiments it had been necessary to prepare as many as seven different resin solutions 
to allow for variations in raw materials. Differences between batches of the same raw 
material were a constant problem in the paint industry; did this mean that different 
batches of each of the seven resins had also to be made up, to allow for batch-to-batch 
variation? 

MR TYSALL said that the emphasis had not been intended to be on batch variation; 
in fact, he would not expect much variation in flow between formulations based on two 
deliveries of the same resin, and the reason for the seven-fold replication of the centre 
point blend was to estimate general experimental variations, for instance, the consis- 
tency of the operator in preparing the blend. 

MR ARMITAGE said that he did not think it should be necessary to allow for operator 
error in this sort of experimental work. 

DR E. E. LONGHURST said that Mr Tysall had adopted a truly statistical approach 
to this problem, and had. no doubt, taken into account several factors which had not 
been specifically mentioned. In particular, would he comment on the order of presenta- 
tion of the grids-had these been presented in random fashion-and the differences 
in eye fatigue at different times of day? If such factors were not taken into account, 
the usefulness of the technique would be diminished. 

MR TYSALL agreed with the last remark. They had been aware of the large number 
of factors to be considered, but as this had been rather a tentative investigation, not 
all were allowed for. In  fact, the grids were presented in order of decreasing mesh 
size, so that the first one whose pattern could not be distinguished could be decided; 
this had proved to be the easiest method in practice. 

In respect of variations in eye fatigue at varying times of day, no work had been 
carried out. Dr Wheale, of the Institute of Ophthalmology, had been invited to see 
the test and give a specialist opinion, and he had approved the procedure in general. 
With the procedure used so  fa^, it was felt that there was little danger of eye strain to 
the assessors. 

An operation that might be affected by the time of day when it was performed 
was the spraying. It was suspected that the flow of the sprayed paint was strongly 
influenced by the humidity at the time of spraying, and this was being investigated. 

MR S. L. DAVIDSON mentioned work that had been carried out in California in 
connection with humidity effects. Specimen traffic paints had been tested in Sacra- 
mento, where the summer conditions were in the range of 105°F and 0 per cent humi- 
dity. When the paints were applied in San Francisco, where the conditions were 60°F 
and 70 per cent humidity, the paint did not dry satisfactorily. This was eventually 
traced to the fact that there was 5 per cent of isobutyl carbinol in the formulation. 
When this was replaced by mineral spirits, the paint dried quickly. Was it possible 
to incorporate this type of practical experience in a computer programme of the type 
Mr Tysall had described? 

MR TYSALL said that, in principle, any factor could be included. The results of tests 
on the evaporation rate or drying rate of the coatings over a range of temperatures 
and humidities could be used to correct for these properties, although he felt that the 
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humidity had a negligible effect on evaporation, mainly affecting water pick-up by the 
film. 

The work described in the paper had been on nitrocellulose lacquers, where the 
drying time factor could be covered by including print test results in the programme, 
but for other types of coating, more than one drying test might have to be used. 
As long as a test gave consistent results, and could be carried over from one programme 
t o  another, there was nothing to prevent its being incorporated in the programme. 

MR T. R. RULLETT returned to the variation in component materials. He said that. 
at  the Paint RA, it had been found, in computing colour formulations, that the most 
economical formulations could be on the edge of possible matching, giving no margin 
of adjustment if materials varied slightly. Was it possible to incorporate safety factors 
into optimisation procedure to avoid choosing minimum cost formulations that turned 
out to be on the edge of a.cliff and, therefore, impractical? 

MRTYSALL replied that, in principle, safety factors were already used. The minimisa- 
tion of cost was not built in to the experimental programme, but had merely been 
given as an example of how the results might be used. Acceptable standards were 
set for all properties but one, and this one property was then optimised. Thus, the 
cheapest formulation giving a certain level of viscosity and flow could b: obtained. 
but equally well a formulation giving the best possible flow for a set viscosity and 
price could be determined. If the area within which optimum blends were selected 
were further restricted by setting minimum acceptable limits on more properties, 
this was in effect building in a safety factor, and there then seemed little danger of 
falling over Mr Bullett's hypothetical cliff. 

More difficulties would be expected to arise from such aspects as the correspondence 
of laboratory preparation to full scale production. 

MR P. FINK-JENSEN asked if it would be necessary in selecting an optimum blend 
to  evaluate the sensitivity of the properties to changes in composition arising from. 
say, errors in production. 

MR TYSALL said that this was going back to thoughts of safety factors. The setting 
of the original levels of acceptability would obviously include an allowance for such 
eventualities. 

MR FINK-JENSEN asked if other properties of the filni, such as solvent retention and 
mechanical properties, which were perhaps of more interest to the customer, could 
be included, and if the choice of solvent could be influenced. 

MR TYSALL said that the number of factors included was limited only by the eventual 
size of the programme involved, and a decision on how much work should be carried 
out had to be made. The simple programme he had outlined had been based 
on appearance merely to illustrate the general technique. 

DR S. H. BELL commented that Mr Tysall had shown how to assess the sprayers 
and the assessors, but what was emerging from the discussion was the difficulty of 
assessing the customers. It was the definition of "acceptable" tolerances that was in 
question, which perhaps Mr Bullett had had in mind in drawing his cliff-edge analogy. 
The tolerances aimed at might be too fine. Perhaps the customer's tolerances were 
less exacting. Had the authors gone into this aspect of acceptable tolerances? 

MR TYSALL agreed that this was a very important point, but said that it was difficult 
to  design a laboratory programme to  measure such tolerances. The problem of per- 
suading the customer what level he required was a psychological one, and it was hard 
to  see how to allow for it. In a sense, it could be argued that i t  was not the immediate 
customer who should be satisfied, but his customer's customer, i.e. the individual 
buying the finished paint in the shop. For this reason a panel representing the public 
who bought the paint had been used to assess the properties, rather than one represent- 
ing the companies buying the solvent. 
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Basic lead silicochrornate* 
By R. P. Bates 
N. L. Industries Inc., 111 Broadway, New York, N Y  10006 

Srrm17mr.v 
This paper describes in brief the properties and uses of basic lead silicochromate. 
The composition, dispersing characteristics, corrosion-inhibition to be expected and versatility 
of the pigments when used with a wide selection of types of binder for protection of steel under 
many conditions of exposure. are outlined. 

Keywords 
Tj~pes arltl clrrsse.~ oJsrrhstrat~ Prinrc. pigments arid dyes 

steel basic lead silicochromate 
Types and c1as.se.v of cnuting 

corrosion resistant coating 

Le silicochromate de plomb basique 
Rhsrrr?~h 
Cette communication dkcrit brikvenient les proprictcs et les applications du silicochromate 
de plomb basique. 

On delinee la composition, les caractcristiques de dispersion, I'inliibition de corrosion que 
I'on doit s'y attendre, et la polyvalencc de ce pigment lors de son utilisation avec une ganime 
itendue de typcs de liants pour la protection de I'acier sous plusieurs conditions d'exposition 
aux intenipcries. 

Basisches Bleisilicochromat 
Zrr.~un~t~ie~~u.ssrrtig 
Die Eigenschaften und Anwendungs~nogliclikeiten von basischem Bleisilicochromat werden 
beschricben. Zusanimensetzung, Dispergierungscharakteristika, zu erwartende Korrosions- 
inhibierung und Viclseitigkeit der Pignicnte in Verbindung niit einer grossen Auswahl von 
Rindemitteln fiir den Stalilschutz. unter vielerlei Beanspruchungen angewandt, werden 
dargelegt. 

Ihtroduction 
The use of basic lead silicochromate in coatings has been thoroughly investigated 
over a long period by paint chemists and those concerned with the protection 
of steel. It has gradually gained acceptance and now has found a permanent 
place amongst the anti-corrosive pigments of the paint industry. 

In the Western Hemisphere alone, basic lead silicochromate primers, under- 
coats and finishes for bridges, tanks and other structural steel surfaces are 
specified by over 60 city, county, state and provincial highway departments, 
toll roads and bridge authorities. A number of paint manufacturers formulate 
coatings based on basic lead silicochromate. Both the Canadian and United 
States governments have specifications for paints containing the pigment. 

*Presented to t h e ~ o r ~ u a ~  Conference on 6 May 1971. 
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It may be very conservatively estimated that a minimum of fourteen million 
tons of steel have been coated and protected by basic lead silicochromate paints 
in the past five years alone. The true figure may be twice that. 

Basic lead silicochromate, as sold by N L  Industries, for example, under 
the trade name Oncor M50, is one of a family of light-weight active pigments 
which have been developed primarily for use in paint compositions. 
The techniques of preparing compounds of this type were first disclosed by 
National Lead Company in 1948 in connection with basic silicate white lead.' 
The further development and properties of basic lead silicochromate have also 
been des~ r ibed .~~  " 

Basic lead silicochromate is a complex monobasic lead chromate,'y-tribasic 
lead silicate compound formed by calcination on to a silica core. The allowable 
range of chemical composition for the product under discussion is described in: 
"Standard specifications for basic lead silicochromate: ASTM designation: 
D1648," and is as follows: 

filhlc I 

46.0-49.0 'j: 
Cr03  5.1-5.7 0/, 
SiO, I 45.5-48.5 % 

The molar ratio o f  PhO to  CrO, is 4: 1 
- 

Tn 1970 a new basic lead silicochromate pigment was introduced; the fine 
grade of this material, Oncor F31, is a finer particle size product and has 
the following composition: 

42.0-45.7 '!< 1 0.3- 7. I ',!< . CrO, 
SiO, 47.5-50.5 '%, 

Thc molar ratio o f  PhO to  CrO,, is 3: 1. 

Table 2 outlines some physical properties of both basic lead silicochromate 
pigments which are of importance to the paint formulator. 

T(rh1e 2 
Tcthlc~ of pr.opi.rtic,s-- Rr~.vic !cwd silicnchrortratc~ 

I Regular ' Fine 
grade 

Specific Gravity . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4 . 1  
Total water soluble . . . . . . . . . . 
Total water soii~ble CrO,, . . . . . . . . . . 
Total water soluble SO, . . . . . . . . . . . . : 0.005 " ,,::: 0.0 I 7  "*: 
Total water soluble CI . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.01 " ': 1 0.008 " ,,': 
Specific resistance (saturated solution olinis. ~111 . I )  . . I2o()(h ' h 1000 
Fineness through 325 sievc (minimi~m) . . . . . . 00.7",, 1 99.9 ",, 
Oil  abscrption ( g  per 100g) . . . . . . . . 13-19 
Hiding power (spreading rate at completc hiding, contrast I 

ratio 0.98) . . . . . . . . . . . . 390 sq.l't., -- 

Covering power at 33.4:',: PVC (in"-') . . . . - 
I 

*Average analysis. 
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Spectrophotometric analysis of basic lead silicochromate shows that its 
dominant wavelength lies in the red-orange part of the spectrum. Its colour 
is dull orange. 

Flg. I shows the particle size distribution of the basic lead silicochromate 
pigments. 

CUMULATIVE *I. 

Fig. 1. Particle size distribution of basic lead silicochromate 

Behaviour toward infra-red light 
Basic lead silicochromate tends to transmit light in the near infra-red region 
of the spectrum (700-900nM). The data indicates low values of absorption, 
diffuse reflection and hiding power under this condition. 

The percent reflection does not vary markedly over the 700-900nM range. 
Basic lead silicochromale, therefore, should be useful in camouflage colours 

for one-coat metal protection. The tinting colours used will mask the characteris- 
tic dull orange colour in the visible range. 

Toxicity of basic lead silicochromate 
The toxicity of lead silicochromate is an important factor when considering 
personnel applying paints formulated with it. Since it is a compound of lead, 
obviously the pigment can be toxic. However, it is interesting to note that, 
because of its unique stri~cture (a thin shell of lead compound on a silica core 
which represents 50 per cent by weight of the pigment particle) and chemical 
composition--in which about half the lead is present as acid insoluble non- 
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toxic compounds (lead chromate and lead silicate), that only about one-quarter 
of the weight of the pigment can be considered dangerous (basic PbO). By 
comparison, tlie lead in red lead is completely available as a toxic agent, and 
half the lead in monobasic lead chromate is soluble in acid. 

With any normal precautions, basic lead silicochromate paints can be handled 
without danger. It should be borne in mind that the solvents used in paints 
are more immediately hazardous and must be handled accordingly. 

Dispersion 
Basic lead silicochromate is easy to disperse with all customarily used equip- 
ment. Some care must be taken when using a roller mill, otherwise discoloura- 
tion from the abrasive action of the silicate pigment on the rolls will take place. 
Intimate premixing, and adjustment of the grinding paste to have considerable 
tack, will eliminate this potential problem. Of course, some wear of the mill 
blade is to be expected. 

Steel ball mills should not be used because of the discolouration problem. 
Even here, it has been found that by careful formulation of the mill charge-low 
solids and low viscosity-a reasonable dispersion can be obtained in a short 
time. Time, of course. is most important, since the longer the milling period. 
the worse the discolouration. 

Regular grade basic lead silicochromate has been evaluated for speed and 
degree of dispersion in four types of equipment: sand mill, high speed dissolvers 
(Kady, Cowles), pebble mill, and roller mill. Table 3 presents some of the data 
obtained. 

Tuhlc 3 
Dispclr:viorr (Irtn 

S~utrrlnrtl grtrtk hrrsic lmd silicoclir.orrrtrtc 

I 

-- 

High-speed dissolvers* 
7niinutcs .. . . . . . . 

35 minutcs . . . . . . . . 
Sand niill* 

5 niinutes . . . . . . . . 
1 0  minutes . . . . . . . . 
70 minutcs . . . . . . . . 

Pebble mill*:" 
24 hours . . . . . . . . 

Hcgninn fineness of grind gauge rcading 
- -- --- 

4.5 
5.0 

4.5 
5.0 
5.5  

5.5 

*Single pigment basic lead silicochromalc/lo~ig oil alkyd forniuln at 33.4 per ccnt PVC. Dic- 
pcrsing charge varied for cqilip~iient uscd. whcthcr a dissolver or sand niill. 
**Mixed pignicnt formulation: 4 parts basic lead silicocliromatc, 1 part titanium dioxide, 
1 part chromium oxide green, long oil alkyd at 33.4 pcr ccnt PVC: Conlplctc forniula ground 
with the exception of tlie driers. 

A properly formulated paste for a roller mill dispersion will result in a paint 
fi~eness of grind of from 4 to 5. 

Fine grade basic lead silicochromate pigment has been evaluated for ease of 
dispersion by two laboratory control methods. 
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Pebble mill 
Pigment and alkyd resin solution are inserted in a glass jar containing flint 
pebbles and shaken for intervals up to 15 minutes on a paint shaker. The 
finenesses of grind obtained were, for example: 

Fineness of grind 

High-spectl dissolver 
Pigment and alkyd resin solution are mixed by hand to a uniform, wetted, 
paste condition. An air-driven stirrer is inserted into the mix and operated at 
2500-3500 RPM for three minutes, after which the paste is reduced and 
checked for fineness of grind. 

Grind 

2 minutes . . 
5 minutes . . 

15 minutes . . 

Regular and fine grades of basic lead silicochromate show an equal ease of 
dispersion by this test. 

Colour and gloss characteristics 
When comparing regular grade and fine grade basic lead silicochromate pig- 
ments as replacements for one another in solvent based formulations, two 
marked differences arise. 

Regular grade 

4.5 
4.5 
5.0 

If the regular grade is replaced on an equal volume basis with the fine grade 
in a structural steel primer ( U S  Federal Specification TT-P-615d, Type 11, a 
basic lead silicochromate, iron oxide, I : 1 linseed oil : medium-oil alkyd) an 
approximately twofold increase in measured 60" gloss is noted. The figures 
range from 22-31 per cent for the regular grade to 45-57 per cent for the 
fine grade, based on several determinations. This must be considered when 
formulating primers and undercoats. This property is of greatest interest for 
high-gloss anti-corrosive finishes. 

Fine grade 

4.0 
5.0 
6.0 

If the fine grade is substituted for the regular grade on an equal volume basis 
in a medium depth blue-grey coloured coating, for example, the fine grade will 
produce a much yellower colour. It will be tan rather than grey, and there will 
be little resemblance in colour. If the fine grade is substituted on an equal 
cost basis (approximately 90 per cent as much as on a volume basis) the resulting 
colour will be comparable. 

The reasons for these colour differences are the finer particle size and higher 
chromium content of the fine grade. 

Despite the finer particle size of the newer pigment, when compared on an 
equal volume basis with the regular grade in an alkyd resin primer, for example, 
little increase in paint viscosity has been noted, values from 0 to 10 per cent 
higher being obtained. 
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Formulating and paint characteristics 
There is not sufficient space available to discuss in depth the variety of composi- 
tions in which regular grade basic lead silicochromate has been used. Table 4 
gives a partial list of end-uses for which paint manufacturers are known to 
have adopted the pigment. It may be said, as a generalisation, that basic lead 
silicochromate is much more versatile than red lead in its ability to be used 
with a wide variety of vehicle types. Such coatings perform well, are can- 
stable and free of drastic viscosity changes. 

Salt water immersion 
Fresh water immersion 
Sevcre chemical exposure 
General chemical & industrial 
Shop 8: maintenance 
Agricultural chcniical 
Zinc rich barrier 
Specification paints 
Marine atniospherc 
Electrodeposited coatings 

Table 5 gives a partial list of types of binder with which basic lead silicochro- 
mate may be used. 

TNI1Ic, 5 
l!.vc$~! hitr(k1rs for  h(r.vic loor1 .silic~oclrror~rrrti~ 

. I 
1,insecd oil . . . . Epoxy resins (esters, atninc-cured) 
Fish oil . . . . . . Water-soluble rcsins (convertible) 
Alkyd resins . . . . Wilter-cniulsion resins (latex) 
Phenolic resin varnishes . . Chlorinatcd rubber 
Urethane resins . . . . I ~et ro lc i~n i  resins 
Vinyl resins 

. .  .. I -- 

Settlenient proolems may occur with basic lead silicochromate, as with many 
other pigments. It has been found that the ~ ~ s u i ~ l  suspension aids. particularly 
an organo-n~ont~iiorillonite (Bentone* 34, 38 and 27) solve the settling 
problems, provided, of course, that these agents :ire used properly. 

The fine grade basic lead silicochromate, which to date has found commercial 
acceptance in electrocoating and dipping primers. shows superior si~spension 
properties in water reducible vehicles. Instances arc reported where no sus- 
pending agents have been required. 

Experimental work has been done to deterniinc the cfrcct on corrosion 
inhibition of the concentration of regular grade basic lead silicocliromate 
present in a formulil. In Fig. 2 a series of curves is shown, in which the per- - - -- 

*Bentone is thc registered trade mark of  N L  Industries Inc. for viscosity control and pignicnt 
suspending agnts .  
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formance (corrosion ratings with 10 being perfect) of paints with different 
concentrations of anti-corrosive pigment is plotted against time. The basic 
lead silicochromatejiron oxide primers were formulated at 39 per cent PVC 
in a long-oil alkyd. The surfaces were sandblasted to white metal followed by 
complete rusting. Loose rust was then gently brushed off and the paints applied 
by brush. The ratings are performance of one coat of primer applied at 5OP 
dry film thickness and exposed in a rural environment inclined at 45" facing 
south. 

'1- BLSC 
BY WT. 
OF PIGMENT 

z 
100 

0 93 
(r 81 

2 - 58 

30.5.0 

0 1 I I I 
0 10 20 30 

MONTHS 
Fig. 2. Effect of basic lead silicochromate on corrosion resistance 

These data, may be useful in the development of a competitive, modestly 
priced anti-corrosive primer or finish, or a first-class, long-term durability 
type paint for the protection of major structures. 

Because of its colour, hiding, and raw materials cost, regular grade basic 
lead silicochromate is usually diluted with one or more auxiliary pigments. 
Those auxiliary pigments that have been found niost suitable are listed in 
Table 6. It should be ilnderstood that other pigments which have not been 
explored in depth may be equally good. 

Siliceous rcd irov oxide Rariirm slilphatc 
Pure (OX",,) iron oxide Mngnc\ium silicatc 
Titanium dioxide I Mica (Max. lo",, of pigmentation) 
Graphite 1 A l u ~ i i i n ~ ~ m  flake 

Barii~ni sulphate is of pnrticuliir interest because it  may be used in greater 
amounts than milgncsii~nl silicate. for example. to extend the i~seful PVC 
protective range. 

In one test of alkyd primers for structural steel containing a constant amount 
of basic lead silicochromate, the addition of barium sulphate allowed an 
increase in the PVC from 45 to 55 per cent, without adversely affecting corrosion 
protection. 
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Aluminum pigment and basic lead silicochromate mutiially assist each 
other. Aluminum is particularly effective in marine primers. Basic lead silico- 
chromate, when present in an aluminum bridge firiish, retards erosion of the 
aluminum paint, thus delaying an expensive repainting cycle. 

It should be pointed out that zinc chromate, an anti-corrosive pigment. 
does not perform as well when used in combination with basic lead silico-chro- 
mate as it does when used with red lead. This is demonstrated in Fig. 3. Paints 
T-8881 and T-8877 both contained basic lead silicochromate and were identical 
in composition except that T-8881 also contained zinc chromate. After 500 
hours' 5 per cent salt-fog exposure. the panels were stripped. Pitting is evident 
in the sample marked T-8881. 

Tn addition to accelerated tests of this type, experience has shown that this 
also occurs with paints atmospherically exposed where varying ratios of basic 
lead silicochromate to zinc chromate have been used. 

Basic lead silicochromate and zinc clironiate t3:isic Ie;td silicochroniate 
Fig. 3. Effect of intermixing pigments 

Tn general the presence of other anti-corrosive pigments has not been found 
to improve the performance of basic lead silicochromate. 

Basic lead silicochromate pigmented coatings arc dcsigned for use on steel. 
They will usually outperform red lead or zinc chromate when lipplied on r ~ ~ s t e d  
surfaces. This is shown by the following corrosion ratings of mill scale carrying 
specimens, with some rust present, some protected by single pigment shop 
primers of standard grade basic lead silicochromate and others protected by 
primers based on red lead, the panels being exposed at an inclination of 45- 
in a rural environment, facing south. 

Trrl~lc. 7 
Con~p~ri.von of  c o r r o ~ i o t ~ - r ~ . r i . r t ~ ~ i ~ c ~ ~  of  l~risic li~crrl .silieocl~roti~trt~~ ( I I I : ~  rrt! Ic~cril pr.ii~icrs 

Months 
12 19 31 47 69 

-- -- - - - 
Basic lead silicochroniate . . . . . . . . 10 corrosion rating 
Red lead (non setting) . . . . . . . .  10 9 8 6 I 1  
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Part of the failure of red lead can, of course, be attributed to carbonation 
and eventual erosion. The excellent weathering characteristics of basic lead 
silicochromate are evident. This is an advantage when shop-primed steel is 
exposed for periods up to I8 months. 

The specific anti-corrosion characteristics of fine grade basic lead silicochro- 
mate in a conventional solvent-based type primer may be recorded. In two 
examples containing two pounds and six pounds of anti-corrosion pigment 
per US gallon, using a medium-oil alkyd, the fine grade basic lead silicochromate 
showed slightly better corrosion resistance in 5 per cent salt-fog box and high 
humidity box exposures than the standard grade. 

Basic lead silicochromate primers have no adverse effect when applied on 
aluminum metal. They are not, however, suggested for use on galvanised 
surfaces, unless those surfaces have been well weathered or coated first with 
a vinyl butyral primer. 

Basic lead silicochromate-containing paints are satisfactory when applied 
over zinc-rich coatings, but when inorganic types are used, it is as well to use 
an alkaline-resistant barrier coat, otherwise the alkalinity will attack the 
conventional oil and alkyd vehicles. 

Marine exposure tests (alternate immersion) have shown that considerably 
less system failure results when a vinyl butyral metal primer is used over either 
organic or inorganic zinc-rich primers, despite the fact that alkali-resistant 
finishes (vinyl or epoxy) may be used. 

Resistance to erosion 
It has been found that coatings pigmented with standard grade basic lead 
silicochromate show outstanding colour retention and resistance to erosion 
and chalking whether used as undercoats or finishes. It is obvious, of course. 
that if free chalking pigments arc used they will reduce the resistance to colour 
change and erosion. 

Several years ago erosion exposure tests were carried out at locations having 
dissimilar environments, (marine, rural and industrial atmospheres). The 
coatings used were simple oil'alkyd undercoats and finishes pigmented with 
basic lead silicochrom:~te (standard grade). Comparison was made with coatings 
of the types which were standard at that time in specifications for protecting 
structural steel work. 

In order to demonstrate the resistance to erosion, it is only necessary to 
quote the results with single coats of paint. The loss in film weight makes it 
obvious what would happen over a period of time with systems combining 
several of the coatings. 

It should be noted that the industrial environment, which is quite corrosive, 
did not produce the degree of erosion experienced in the rural environment. 
This is because of the protective layer of soil and dirt wliich prevented the sun 
from attacking binders to the same extent as in the clean rural environment. 

The data conclusively show the resistance of basic lead silicochromate paints 
to erosion. 
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Table 8 

Percentage loss in film thickness after 62 ntontli's e.rposurcl at an ir~clitro~iotr of 45' facing soirth 

Use in emulsion paints 

Composition 

Red lead/linseed oil . . . . . . . . 
White leadlleaded zinc/ex;ende;s/linse&i oil . . . . . . . . 
Leaded zinc tinted with chromium oxide green . . . . . . 
*BLSC/4: Illinseed oil:alkyd . . . . . . . . . . . . 
BLSC/TiO,/extender/2: I oil:al kyd grey . . . . . . . . 
BLSC/TiO,/chromium oxide greenl2:l oil:alkyd . . . . . . 
BLSC/iron oxide/2: l oil:alkyd . . . . . . . . . . 

Red leadllinseed oil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Aluminum/phenolic resin varnish . . . . . . . . . . 

There is an ever increasing interest on the part of paint manufacturers in the 
development of effective anti-corrosive primers and finishes for steel surfaces, 
using water-emulsion or water-dispersible resins. 

There are a few obvious reasons that make such coatings interesting, among 
which are the growing need to comply with anti-smog regulations, elimination 
of toxic organic solvents, the relative ease of handling and water clean-up. 
and the possibility of having available coatings which may be used satisfactorily 
on damp surfaces without the attendant failures associated with solvent coatings 
which may trap moisture. 

*BL.SC = Basic lead silicochromate. 

Environment 
Rural Industrial 

loss of film 

Emulsion paints have their disr~dvantages, for example, porous films which 
necessitate multiple coats. inability to be applied in freezing weather. the 
presence of water sensitive or soluble ingredients, and fast setting time which 
prevents satisfactory penetration into rusted surfaces. 

80 
100 
30 
I I 
1 0  
0 
0 

100 
100 

Pigmcntatio~l 
A variety of water-based primers have been form~~lated and exposed. Most 
of the work has been with formi~lations containing from 50 to 80 per cent standard 
grade basic lead silicochromate based on the pigmentation. 

33 
33 
20 

0-5 
0 
0 

0-5 
4C 
66 

Pigmeltf rolurnc cwiccnt~.ution: Two PVC ladder series of exposures were 
made to determine the optimum level. A n  acrylic resin latex was used. 

In general, it was found that good protective primers can be made LIP to a 
PVC of 36 per cent, providing the substrate is rust-free. Where conditions are 
less perfect, end rust is present, a PVC between 25 and 30 per cent is preferred. 

It is interesting to observe that the presence of basic lead silicochromate in 
coatings formulated in the preferred range improves corrosion resistance. 
This is shown in Tablc 9. 
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Emulsion pritnc>rs-corrosion ratings: cold rol!ed sfeel s~lrfaces 

I 
Corrosion rating 

I coat 1 2 coats 

Tron oxide . . . . . . . . , . . . 
*RLSC/iron oxide . . . . . . . . . . 
Iron oxide . . . . . . . . . . . . 
BLSCliron oxide . . . . . . . . . . 
Iron oxide . . . .  . . . . . . . . 
BLSC/iron oxide . . . . . . . . . . 

Weathering 1 Months 1 12 19 33 / 19 33 

PVC "/, 
20 
20 
30 
30 
36 
36 

I I I 

*BLSC = basic lead silicochromate. (300 g.lkl). 

Vehicle formulation 
Experience has shown that, to obtain better performance over the wide variety 
of surface conditions that a paint is expected to.protect, the use of some modi- 
fying oil or resin is of value. 

At the expense of some drying speed, up to 40 per cent of linseed oil or 
chinawood oil, based on the non-volatile content of the vehicle, might, 
for example, be added to an acrylic latex. This aids surface wetting characteristics 
and renders the paint film less permeable. Alkyd and epoxy esters may be used, 
not particularly for wetting, but to enhance impermeability. 

The choice of other vehicle ingredients, i.e. wetting agents and pigment 
suspending aids, is important to performance. 

Anticipated use growth 
The obvious and immediate use for basic lead silicochromate water-base 
primers is in trade sales. As the technology improves to make such primers 
comparable in performance to solvent-base types, they will gain acceptance 
with fabricators and maintenance engineers followed later by bridge depart- 
ments concerned with new construction. 

It is believed that initial large-scale usage of basic lead silicochromate water- 
based coatings on structural steelwork will be in undercoats and finishes 
applied on site, where the versatility of such paints under adverse conditions 
is desirable. These will probably be applied over conventional primers so as to 
provide impervious films. The gloss of the finishes will have to be improved 
to make them initially more acceptable and to reduce dirt accumulation. The 
colour retention characteristics should satisfy the engineers. 

C'sc~ it? e1cctr.o-cloposition coatings 
Standard grade basic lead silicochromate has been found useful in electro- 
deposited coatings. Its principal advantages in this application are ease of 
dispersion, excellent throwing power (as measured by the tube method), good 
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suspension properties, ability to  be used in low- and high-voltage systems, 
compatibility with a variety of vehicle types, good static paint tank stability. 
and superior corrosion inhibitive properties. The fine grade pigment is parti- 
cularly useful, owing to its suspension and corrosion inhibition properties. 

Use in electron-heam cured coatinaps 
Some preliminary work with basic lead silicochromate has shown that it 
does not inhibit electron-beam curing of the film, in spite of its lead content. 
On the contrary, it appears to  enhance the toughness and adhesion of radiation- 
cured polymers. Pot life with some commercial vehicles is very satisfactory. 
Development work has indicated that it is possible to  cure films a t  a speed of 
60 metres per minute, corresponding to  exposure of the film for one second in 
the electron beam. 

[ Rc~ceiretl I 0  September I9 70 
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Discussion a t  the Torquay Conference 
MR E. L. FRENCH referred to the preparation of the steel test panels. Mr Bates had 
quoted sand-blasting the panels. This tended to give a very fine texture to the surface. 
Had any work been carried out on surfaces shot-blasted to SA 2: or 3 standard? 

MR R. P. BATES replied that sand-blasting had been used throughout so as to 
eliminate any effects of variation in the surface. The panels were either sand-blasted 
to white metal and then coated, or sand-blasted to white metal and then left to allow 
complete surface rusting before final coating. If any further preparations were carried 
out, this would increase the number of variables, and thus reduce the number of paints 
that could be evaluated within the limits of the experimental scheme. 

MR D. J. S~LSRY said that Mr Bates had stated that basic lead silicochromate pig- 
mented coatings performed better than those with red lead or zinc chromate pigments 
when applied to rusty steel. Had the performances of these coatings been compared 
applied to steel immediately after sand blasting and, if so, did the lead silicochromate 
still have the edge in performance? 

MR BATES replied that, on a clean surface. the differences between the types of 
formulations would be less noticeable. Rusted surfaces were more common in practice, 
and this was where the basic lead silicochromate would have the greatest advantage. 
On a well blasted surface, formulations containing basic lead silicochromate performed 
better than those containing red lead, but, in most media, zinc chromate based primers 
were about equal. 

DR M. ELLINGER remarked that no mention had been made of toxicity. It appeared 
from the data given that the toxicity level was much less with lead silicochromate 
than other lead pigments, by reason of its structure. This fact should be stressed, 
particularly to industrial paint users such as niotor manufacturers, since it was often 
necessary for the manufacturer to compromise in his formulation between the optimum 
for performance and the maximum lead content limits laid down by the user. 

MR BATES agreed. 
DR J. E. 0. MAYNE said that he thought that the idea of combining the inhibitive 

material, in this case lead compounds, on to an inert base, and thus extending it 
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without reducing its activity was very good. However, he did not think that the chro- 
mate part of these pigments would cause any inhibition. In the presence of lead, 
chromate was very insoluble, and thus no inhibitive chromate ions would be formed. 
It seemed likely that the inhibitive effect was due entirely to the formation of lead 
soaps or even soluble lead compounds. Was there any experience of pigments contain- 
ing only lead and silica, and their performance compared to the lead silicochromate? 

MR BATES pointed out that basic silicate white lead pigment performed poorly, 
possibly because of the sulphate present. Some work had been carried out along the 
lines Dr  Mayne had suggested and, although he could not quote the actual figures, 
the performance of a range of lead silicate pigments had not been as good as when 
chromate was present. A number of so called Oncor pigments had been prepared, but 
even with different cores, the chromate had been found to  impart better inhibition. 

DR W. FUNKE (Chairman) asked if it was not important to define on what basis 
different films were compared. Was it possible to do this on the basis of lead content, 
or the basicity of the pigment? 

MR BATES replied that if the comparison were made on lead content, the PVC 
of the formulations would be very different. The paints had been evaluated on an 
equal volume basis; for instance, a solid gallon of lead silicochromate weighed 341b, 
and of red lead weighed 741b, so 341b of silicochromate would be replaced by 741b 
of red lead. This was felt to be a fair comparison. The pigments could also be compared 
on a cost basis, on the same principle. 

What was very important was to control closely the film thicknesses applied, other- 
wise any comparison was invalidated. 

MR R. L. J. MORRIS enquired as to how the standard rusted panels had bzen pre- 
pared. Was it a light, even, surface rust, or a pitting corrosion? 

MR BATES said that it was the former. The company had had 20 or 25 years 
experience in achieving a standard rusted panel, the procedure being to sand-blast 
to a fairly smooth surface without much profile, and to stand exposed to the atmosphere 
for three or four weeks, spraying with fresh water daily. When an even rust film had 
developed, the surface was wire bushed to remove loose particles, and then painted. 

MR T. R. BULLETT said that, based on experience at the Paint Research Association, 
this procedure was perhaps not ideal. Rusting in an industrial atmosphere gave a much 
more severe test than the rust obtained in a comparatively rural area. This would 
explain the remarkably good performance of even the red leadllinseed oil paints 
shown by Mr Bates, compared with what one would expect in a heavily polluted site 
such as, say, Middlesbrough. 

He would also like to mention zinc phosphate, in which there was increasing interest 
in the U K  for anticorrosive paints. Had this pigment been compared with basic lead 
silicochromate, particularly in combination with red lead? 

MR BATES said that this comparison had not been made. Comparisons had been 
made between zinc phosphate and other white anti-corrosive pigments, but not with 
lead silicochromate. In this respect, it had not been felt that the two pigments were in 
direct con~petition, since zinc phosphate was white. 

Returning to the first part of Mr Bullett's question, panels had been pre-rusted in 
both semi-rural and industrial environments, but little difference in the final results 
had been found. In some cases the deposited soot and other particles in the industrial 
environment had actually protected the steel, and it had corroded quicker in the semi- 
rural areas. However it had been noticed that the type of corrosion in the two sites 
was different; in the industrial environment it was more of a mushrooming corrosion. 
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Opacity of roller coatings : 
Part I. Practical aspects* 
By D. G. Dowling and D. F. Tunstall 
Tioxide International Limited, Central Laboratories, Stockton-on-Tees, 
Teesside TS18 2NQ 

Si~mrii~r.v 
The results of an empirical study of the influcncc of scven factors-substrate, sizing of the 
substrate, film thickness, pigment, pigtncnt volume concentration, rcsin and solvent-on the 
opacity of roller coatingsarc reported, and the contribution ofeach of these factors is quantified. 
Statistical analysis of the rcsults has revealed a nu~iibcr of interesting interrelationships. 
Opacity was found to depend more on the substratc, sizing, rcsin, filni thickness, and pigment 
content, than grade of pigment. Pigment perforn~ance was found to be coniplexly interrelated 
with resin and solvent. While the physical optics of tlic coated panel, dealt with in part I1 
of this paper, largely secni to control opacity, tlicrc is somc evidcncc that physico-chemical 
cffects a t  tlic paint substrate interface also have somc influence. 

Keywords 
Typc~s urid clri.s.~e.s of corttirrg Propertii*s, chiircic.ti~ristic.s trritl con(1itiorrs 

roller coating prirrrcrrilv tr.s.vocirrtc~tl 1c3itll thiilrl or cr~rc~tlfilrrrs 
opacity 

Proci~sses (irltl ~r~~tko( / . v  pririi~rilv i~.s.~oc.i(rti~(I 
witlt ariulysis, ~ i ~ i ~ ~ t ~ ~ i r ~ ~ i r i ~ ~ i t  criid ti~stirrg 

statistical analysis 

Premiere partie : Les aspects pratiques 

On rend compte des rksultats d'une etude cmpirique sur I'influencc qu'cxercent. \ur I'opacite 
d'tmaux couches, les sept f a c t c ~ ~ r s  suivants: I'kpaisseur de fcuil, lc pigment, la concentrat~on 
pigmentaire en volunie, la resine. le solvant, ct I'on cliilTre I'cffet rclatif de chaqu'un de ces 
facteurs. L'analysc statistiquc a mis en evidence q i ~ c l q ~ ~ c s  rapports intcrdssants cntrc eux. 
On a trouve que I'opacitc se depend plutcit du suhjcctilc, de la presence d'un fcuil de vernis 
clair de la rdsine, de I'cpaisseur de fcuil, dc la teneur en pigment quc du type de 
pigment. On a trouve que lc rendcnicnt du pignient cst cntrc-lie dans ilne nianiitrc coniplexe 
avcc la rcsine et le pignient. Bicn quc les optiqucs pliysiqucs, quc I'on traitc dans la dcuxiemc 
partie, aient I'air dc maitriser I'opacite cn general. i l  y a dc I'6vidcncc indiquant que des 
effets physico-chimiques B I'intcrface exerccnt unc influcncc dgalcmcnt. 

Opazitat von durch Bandlackierung Aufgetragenen Beschichtungen 
Teil I. Praktische Gesichtspunkte 
Zr~.scrrrirr~crifirs.s~~~~g 
Rericht der Resultatc einer empirisclien Ilmtcrsuchi~ng dcs Einfl~~sscs von siebcn Faktoren- 
Substrat, Absiegcln des Suhstratcs, Filmdicke. Pigment. Pigmcntvolumcnkon7.entration. Harz 
und I-osungsniittcl--auf dic Opazitiit vori Handlackcn. Dcr Hcitrag von jedcni dicscr Faktoren 
wird quantitativ festgtellt: Analysc dicscr f<es~~ltatc zcigte cinc Anzahl intcrcssantcr 
gegenseitiger Rezichungen. 
Es wurde gefundcn, dass Opazitiit mchr voni Substrat. \'ersicgclung, Harz, I-ilmdicke und 
Pignientgehalt, als von der Pignicntq~talitiit abhiingt. Das Pigmentvcrhaltcn stcht, wie gcfunden 
wurde, auf koniplizierte Weise in Wecliselbczicliu~-.gcn zum fiari! und Liisungsmittel. Wiilircnd 
. - - -  -~ - ~p ~ 

*Presented to thc Torquay Confcrcncc on 6 May 1971. 
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introduction 
to 
paint 
technology 

second edition 
with additional chapter 

The sales of this Association publication now exceed 13,000, and because of continuing 
high sales of the second edition, and the need for a work of reference to be constantly abreast of 
the latest developments in its field, the Council of the Oil and Colour Chemists' Association 
has authorised the addition of an eleventh chapter to the "lntroduction to  Paint Technology." 
Entitled "Recent Developments," the Chapter incorporates up-to-date information on the latest 
advances in the technology of the paint and allied industries. 

This addition will help the "lntroduction to Paint Technology" to maintain its position as an 
invaluable aid to young entrants into the industries and to marketing and other personnel requiring 
a basic knowledge of the principles and techniques of surface coating production and application. 

new chapter 
The new chapter is subdivided into three sections 

resins and media 

Including polyester, epoxy, polyurethane resins and developments in water based paints, 
vinylics, etc. 

application techniques 

Including electrodeposition, powder coatings, strip-coating, aerosol spraying. 

instrumental testing and control methods 

Including colour measurement, viscometers, brushability, hardness, film thickness, weathero- 
meters, and use of computers. 

The book contains 204 pages including 11 line diagrams, 8 photographs of common paint 
defects, and comprehensive index. Copies can be obtained from the Oil and Colour Chemists' 
Amsociation, Wax Chandlers' Hall, Gresham Street, London E.C.2, price El (post free). 
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das physikalisch-optische Verhalten der gestrichenen Tafeln, wovon in Teil I1 die Rede ist, 
grossenteils die Opazitlt zu kontrollieren scheint. so liegt einiges Beweismaterial dafur vor. 
dass auch physikalisch-chemische Wirkungen an der Grenzflache Anstrich/Substrat einen 
Einfluss ausuben. 

A ~ W T C R  pe3ynb~a~br 3 ~ n u p u r e c ~ o r o  a ~ a n n s a  BnunHun ceMu 4 a ~ ~ o p o e  - cy6crpara, npo- 
KnefiKH cy6cTpaTa, TOnUlUHbl nneHKU, nUrMeHTa, 06leMH0k ~ H ~ M ~ H T H O ~  KOHqeHTpaqUU, 
CMOnb1 U PaCTBOpUTenR - Ha HenpO3paSHOCTb BanHKOBblX ll0KpbITd U KOJlUSeCTBeHHO 
OnpelleslReTCn KOHTPII~YUHR KaXLZOTO H 3  3TUX @BKTOPOB. C T ~ T H C T U S ~ C K U ~  aHanU3 W3ynbTa- 
TOB 06~apyxun PRLI UHTePeCHblX C O O T H O U ~ ~ H U ~ ~ .  

Hakne~o  ST0 Henp03paSHOCTb 3aBHCUT 60nbwe OT C Y ~ C T P ~ T ~ ,  npoKnefiKU, CMOJlbI, TOJlUJHHbl 
nneHKu u ConepxaHun nurMeHTa 4 e ~  OT copra HnH KaqecTsa nurraeara. n o ~ a 3 a ~ o  STO 
pa6orue XapaKTepUCTUKU nUrMeHTa CnOXHbIM o 6 p a 3 0 ~  B3aUMOCBn3aHbl CO C M O ~ O ~  U 
pacTeopuTeneM. B TO BWMR KaK @ u ~ u s e c ~ a ~  onTuKa n o ~ p b l ~ o k  naHenu, onucaHHan B VacTu 
11, nosunnMoMy B s ~ a r n ~ e n b ~ o f i  cTeneHn 06ycnasnn~ae~ ~ e n p o - ~ p a q ~ o c ~ b ,  Bce x e  eCTb 
HeKOTOPble OCHOBaHUR ITOnaraTb ST0 @ H ~ U K O - X M M H S ~ C K U ~  3 4 h K T b l  Ha IlOBePXHOCTU pa3nena 
KPaCKU U C Y ~ C T ~ ~ T ~  TaKXe npO5lBnntOT HeKOTOpOe BnH%HUe. 

Introduction 
The origin of this work does not seem to have any direct precedent but can 
be traced back some 8-9 years to the introduction of the so-called "premium" 
grades of TiO, pigments. 

Considering, very briefly, the fundamental optics of pigments, there is an 
optimum particle size for maximum light scattering for any pigmentary sub- 
stance, which depends upon the refractive index of the substance and of the 
surrounding medium, and the wavelength of the incident light. Thus, the perfect 
pigment shoi~ld consist entirely of single particles of this optimum size to give 
the maximum possible light scattering (opacity). 

In practice, some aggregation of primary pigment particles always occurs 
and, consequently, practical pigment performance is always below that which 
is theoretically possible. With the manufacture of the so-called premium types 
of pigment, the extent of this aggregation was significantly reduced, and hence 
better opacity and tinting strength should have been obtained from their use 
than with the older types. In practice this was not always so. and the reason 
for this would be of interest. 

The present study of roller coatings evolved from general attempts to answer 
this question for all types of industrial coatings and inks. Quite obviously, 
factors other than pigment properties were influencing the effective opacity 
(hiding power) of paint and ink films, and hence previous concepts of opaque- 
ness and of its cause needed to be revised and expanded to take these factors 
into account. Consequently, the term opacity within the context of this paper 
refers to the total scattered light reflected by the paint film under the conditions 
of test, and not merely to simple hiding power under specified test conditions. 
(Academic physicists might well have preferred the term "brightness" or 
"reflectance" but the definition used seems to correspond with the concept 
of opacity used in the metal decorating industry.) As a preliminary to the paper, 
the factors other than pigment properties that may be influencing opacity 
may be considered. 
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The role of the film surfaces 
It soon became evident from qualitative work following the introduction of 
the "premium" qualities of TiO, pigment that the new grades most often 
failed to show the anticipated opaclty improvement in printing inks (that is, 
in very thin films). Often the older types continued to give the more opaque 
films. Moreover, apparent differences between inks depended very much on 
the particular stock to which they were applied. It seemed that factors other 
than merely the pigment, or the individual ink composition, were influencing 
results. The vital importance of the optics of the film surfaces filially became 
evident about six years ago when an ink failed to adhere properly to its stock: 
the free film showed enhanced opacity in comparison with the adjoining film. 
which was still adhering to the stoclc, and dramatically demonstrated the role 
of the lower film scrface, see Fig. I .  Tunstal12 has already discussed the impli- 
cations of this effect theoretically. 

Fig. 1. Enhancement of opacity with loss of adhesion 

Craker and Robinson3 and Bruehlman and Ross4 have since drawn attention 
to surface effects, and in a recent publication Corless, Dowling and Dupuyj 
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demonstrated that, in thin ink films, the relief of the upper surface of a print 
is an important factor, as well as the lower surface. 

The role of pigment dispersion 
Although the instances where the premium pigments failed to show advantages 
over the previous types were noticed most frequently in thin films, they were 
by no means restricted to  them. Even in thicker paint films, where the surface 
effects would be expected to be small and generally insignificant, discrepancies 
were observed, and some further cause of the apparent anomalies had therefore 
to be sought. One of the authors was concurrently studying factors influencing 
pigment dispersion and had shownvha t  resins and solvents significantly 
affected the dispersion/flocculation effects of pigments in flowpoint pastes. It 
seemed that the state of dispersion/flocculation of the pigment in the final 
film might also be a factor influencing opacity. 

A literature search was not very rewarding. As long ago as 1942, Lightbody 
and Dawson7 had concluded that the medium influenced opacity and had 
attributed their results to differences in dispersion in the dry film. However, 
their attempts to demonstrate differences in opacity in the same medii~ni by 
varying the grinding time were unsuccessful. So were their attempts to relate 
diferences in opacity to choice of solvent (white spirit or toluene). Yet, in 
retrospect, it would appear that these authors' ideas were correct, albeit far 
ahead of their time, and perhaps it was simply the lack of the tools to do the 
job (which will be discussed later in this paper) that was responsible for their 
inconclusive results in this aspect of their investigations. 

More recently, results obtained by Rruehlman, Thomas and GonickR show 
differences in opacity for the same pigments in different media at the same 
pigment content but, although these workers wrote of "highly dispersing 
melamine/alkyd" and " a  flocculation-inducing vehicle, unbodied linseed oil," 
they do not specifically draw attention to differences in opacity arising from the 
different vehicles. Thus, there was little positive published evidence to support 
a view that opacity differences could arise from differences in dispersion- 
reflocculation of the pigment arising from the resin system and/or solvent, 
though many experienced workers in the field must have been aware of the 
circumstantial evidence supporting the idea. Consequently, the present authors 
had to carry out their own pilot investigation to confirm, in advance of this 
study, the probable influence of resin and solvent on the opacity of coatings 
pigmented with TiO,. Some of these results have been published very recentlyg. 

The pigment content 
It has been well known for many years1° that film reflectance (at a constant film 
thickness) increases with an increase in the pigment volume concentration of 
a dry film (hereinafter abbreviated to PVC(d)) up to a pigment content of 
about 25 per cent, and that beyond 30 per cent an increase in the pigment 
content usually gives a decrease in reflectance until the critical pigment volume 
concentration is reached. However, it seems to have been largely overlooked 
that there is nothing absolute about this 25-30 per cent figure, and that the 
minimum PVC(d) giving maximum film reflectance varies with the film thick- 
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ness. Since the fact that this relationship exists does not seem to have been 
published previously, it will probably be useful to present the evidence now 
(Fig. 2), although it is slightly out of the context of the main study. 

p v c  ( d l  % 

Fig. 2. Variation in opacity with PVC(d) at various film thicknesses 

Consequently, it was quite clear that pigment volume concentration would 
have to be an essential part of any study of factors influencing the opacity 
of roller coatings, particularly since its influence may depend upon the nature 
of the substrate and film thickness. 

The film thickness (film weight) 
The last, but by no means the least of the factors to consider was the film thick- 
ness and the problem of how it should be measured. 

Traditionally, the coverage of paint films is measured by weight, and then 
expressed as weightlunit area, or area covered per unit volume (gallon or litre) 
of wet paint. For most practical purposes, weighing paint films may be accurate 
enough. but the authors' experience indicated that, when dealing with thin 
films, it is not. This conclusion is implied also by the results of Craker and 
Robinson3, exactly in the regions in which precise figures were needed. An 
improved and more reliable method of measuring film thickness (or film weight) 
than merely weighing was therefore found to be essential, otherwise the opacity 
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differences which had almost certainly been observed could not be quantified 
within sufficiently close limits. This is quite likely to be the reason that Lightbody 
and Dawson7 failed to demonstrate the influences they sought so many 
years ago. 

Fortunately, and quite independently, Smithll largely solved this problem 
by means of X-ray fluorescence, just when it appeared as if it might become a 
major obstacle. His method is based on an absolute measurement of the 
titanium oxide in a unit area of sample by means of a scintillation count. As 
long as the PVC(d) of the dry film under test is known, the film thickness can 
be calculated. The method is the more accurate, the less the TiO,/unit area. 
It is necessary to run a blank on the substrate to correct, if necessary, for inter- 
ference. (It is interesting, in retrospect, to note that Rruehlman and Ross4 
resorted to X-ray absorption, in preference to film weight, in their recent 
work.) 

The experimental plan 
Film thickness, the paintlsubstrate boundary (the substrate reflectivity, and 
whether it is sized or not), the pigment content,. the resin system, the solvent 
system, and the grade of pigment were therefore known, or suspected, to 
influence the opacity of roller coatings to some extent. This being so, what 
was the purpose of the current study? Although the importance of the factors 
was known, the weighting of their influence was not. The purpose of this study 
was to quantify the influence of these various factors, so that each could be 
placed in perspective, and at the same time to try to contirm an impression 
that the various influences were interrelated. 

The possibilities arising from the decision to investigate as many as seven 
factors were rather daunting, and it was necessary in practice to prune the 
experimental plan to a manageable scale. There were various ways of doing 
this, and the method finally chosen will perhaps not appeal to the academic 
statistician. Nevertheless, it was decided to study the seven factors in two full 
factorial experiments12, one full factorial of five factors and one full factorial 
of six factors, with a group of individual observations common to both the 
factorials. This method reduced the amount of work while retaining precise 
identification of all the main factors and of most low-order interactions, and 
was preferred to the alternative of fractionating the full seven-factor experiment. 

The method chosen does not confuse main effects with high-order inter- 
actions, and it is possible to cross-reference the two factorials for the common 
main factors and low-order interactions. It follows, inevitably, that certain 
interactions are lost completely, but this would equally have been the con- 
sequence of fractionating a full factorial experiment-some loss of data for 
interpretation inevitably follows the pruning of any experimental plan. The 
plan finally adopted is given in Table 1. 
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Table 1 
Experiniental design 
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Table I-Continrted 
Experitnentnl desi~n 

Treatments studied in Experiment I / (144) 
Treatments studied in Experiment 2 \ (288) 
Treatments comnion to both experiments x ( 24) 

I I I I I 
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Experimental 

Materials (with symbols as used in the statistical analysis). 

Substrate, S 
SI Matt "Hitop" (British Steel Corporation) 
S2 Bright "Hitop" (British Steel Corporation) 
S3 Electrolytic tinplate (Metal Box Co. Ltd.) 
S4 Burnished mild steel (origin unknown) 

Sizing, T 
TI Sized with lpm film of a vinyl lacquer (Vinylite VMCH, Bakelite 

Xylonite Ltd.) 
T2 Unsized 

Pigments, P 
PI Type 111 premium, high-durability, after-treated rutile (Tioxide R-CR6) 
P2 Type 111 premium, durable, after-treated rutile (Tioxide R-HD6) 
P3 Type 11 non-premium, durable, after-treated rutile (Tioxide R-HD2) 

All pigments manufactured by Tioxide International Ltd. 

Resins, R 
RI An acrylic modified alkyd resin supplied at 55 per cent non-volatile 

(Acrysol 2AH, Plastanol Ltd.) 
R2 A modified polyester resin supplied at 55 per cent solids (Amberlac 

2926, Rohm and Haas Co.) 

Solvents, D 
D l  A petroleum-derived aromatic solvent. distillation range 165"-208°C 

("Aromasol H," Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd.) 
D2 5050 w:w, "Aromasol H":cyclohexanone 

Additional factors: 
Pigment volume concentration, PVCtd) pc.r ccwt, C 

CI 18.5 per cent (0.9:l P:B) 
C2 23.8 wer cent (1.2:l P:B) 
C3 27.5 per cent (1.5:1 P:B) 
C4 3 1.5 per cent (1.8:l P:B) 

Film thickness, F 
Results interpolated to 
FI lOpm 
F2 12.5pm 
F3 15.Opm 
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Paint manufacture 
The pigments were dispersed by ballmilling for 16 hours in the appropriate 
resin, each resin being diluted with each one of the two solvent systems, as 
dictated by the experimental design, to 20 per cent non-volatile. After milling, 
the millbases were stabilised by adding a further proportion of the resin and 
trundling for 30 minutes more before discharging from the mill. Each millbase 
was then used to prepare four paints, at each of the four pigment volume 
concentrations under test. The various paints were adjusted to final com- 
position by adding more solvent, so that each paint, irrespective of the resin 
or PVC(d), was of the same non-volatile content by volume. (When any two 
of the paints are then applied side by side using a wire-wound applicator they 
will, within close experimental limits, dry naturally to the same film thickness. 
Tn this way, quick qualitative assessnients of performance can be made.) 

Film application 

Each paint was applied at each of four film thicknesses to the various sub- 
strates (sized and unsized) by means of wire-wound applicators (Nos. 3, 4, 5, 
and 6 K hand coaters, R. K. Chemical Co. Ltd.). The method is quick and 
reliable when a good quality of plate is used, free from burred edges. 

The films were allowed to flash off, after application, for 10 minutes, and then 
stoved for 15 minutes at 150°C. 

Measurement of-film reflectance 
The reflectance of the films was measured on a Harrison colorimeter with a 
green filter. This instrument is a tristimulus colorirneter, designed to measure 
reflectance in terms of C.T.E. illuminant C. 

Measuremenr of Jilm thickness 

The thickness of each film was measured on precisely the same area of film as 
the reflectance, using X-ray fluorescence as earlier described. 

Interpolation of restrlts 
The reflectance values were plotted against film thickness for each of the 
substrates under test, and the best curve was drawn through the points. Using 
this method, there is no prejudgment of the relationship between film thickness 
and reflectance, and PVC(d). Reflectance values corresponding to 10, 12.5, 
and 15pm film thickness were read from the graphs. The results are tabulated 
in Table 2 (experiment I )  and Table 3 (experiment 2). 
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Table 2 

Havvison rcf7ectawce readings, expcritlwnt I 

Standardised on a standard tile at galvanometer reading of 510 = 83% absolute reflectance 

Pigment 

Sized TI 

P2 

PVC (d) 
'%, 

-- 
I 

C I 

C2 

Unsized T2 

Film 
thickness 

I-lm 

F I 

F2 

F3 

Fl 

F2 

483 508 473 473 497 475 

-- 

C3 

C4 

Bright 
Hitop 

S2 

Tinplate Burnished 
steel 

S3 s4 

F3 

F1 

Bright 
Hitop 

S2 I 

F2 466 496 454 457 452 

488 
--- - 

440 

467 

487 

440 

468 

487 

429 

t- 

I -  Tinplate, Burnished 
I steel 

-- 

433 437 

458 

495 
- 

452 

477 

453 

477 

49 1 
- 

519 
- 

489 

F2 

F3 

F 1 

F2 

F3 

F1 

S3 i S4 
479 ' 421 456 

-- 
494 

508 
-- 

492 
-- 

508 

509 
- 

478 

497 

45 1 

418 

448 448 457 

495 

508 
-- 

520 
-- 

492 

478 

440 

468 

487 

434 

464 

440 / 473 
-- 

469 47 1 

469 

478 

497 

440 

494 

508 --- 
519 

-- 
479 

492 

430 

438 

469 

474 494 

493 

443 

472 

508 
-- 

459 

445 474 443 

508 
-- 

473 
-- 

494 

485 

420 

- - 
47 1 
- 

494 
-- 

- 

472 
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Table 3 
Hurrison re/{octance readings, espc~rirner~t 2 

Standardised on a standard tile at galvanometer reading of 510 - 83 "/, absolute reflectance 

~ Matt l-litop i Rr~ght Httop I Tinplate 
Sl S2 S3 

- 

I F 1  
1 10!,11i 

---- - - I - _  

-- - - - - -- 
F2 I F 3  F3 Fl  I F2 F3 

l2.5!~1n 151~111 1 l&!i 1 l ~ 4 i m i  l5!~1n lop111 12.5~1.111 l5krn 

475 494 
502 518 
491 514 
501 521 

- - 
459 I 479 

I 
CI 
C2 
C3 
C4 

D 1 
Aromacol H 

450 
474 
460 
471 

Analysis of the results 
The two factorial experiments were analysed for variance1" Breakdowns of 
the variance analysis for the two experiments are given in Tables 4 and 5. 
A comparison of the significant factors in the two experiments (Table 6) 
indicates that those common to both series are significant in both, the only 
exception being P .: C s S, which is significant in the second factorial but 
not in the first. As different pigments were being compared in the two different 
series, there is no discrepancy Iicre. 

R I 
D2 

Aron~asol H 

-- 

514 
517 
518 

508 
514 
515 
513 
- 

506 
504 
512 
509 

-- 
497 
513 
509 
511 

439 467 491 

CI 430 
483 
480 
485 

469 
481 
481 
473 
- 

468 
466 
470 
468 
- 

458 
477 
470 
473 
- 

479 501 
485 1 504 
487 509 

501 
501 
506 

---- 
490 
501 
501 
495 
-- 

491 
487 
496 
491 

-- 

479 
499 
493 
496 

C2 480 

462 
477 
485 
480 
- 

458 
475 
469 
459 
- 

454 
470 
471 
473 
- 

514 
538 
527 
534 
- 

500 

517 
515 
522 
- 

477 
467 
478 

-- 

470 
481 
478 
469 
- 

465 
476 
466 
468 
- 

463 
473 
473 
468 

472 1 497 
495 519 
492 515 
487 51 1 

501 447 

485 
498 
504 
502 
- 

476 
493 
489 
475 
- 

474 
493 
492 
494 

-- 

503 
493 
504 
- --- 

466 

1 cycohexanone C3 iii 487 I c 4  481 

425 
456 
441 
441 

I D2 
AromacolH 

434 
- 

485 

PI 1- 
I 

504 457 
502 458 

491 
501 
500 
490 
- 

487 
499 
486 
489 

-- 
485 
494 
496 
493 

481 
489 
495 

463 484 
485 506 

CI 
C2 

456 1 480 
473 491 
469 ' 489 

466 485 

482 
488 
492 
503 
- 
473 
489 
485 
500 
- 
478 
495 
500 
4 9 0 ,  
- 

481 
498 
503 
504 

-- 

481 
492 
484 

504 
517 
515 
503 
- 

503 
511 
502 
507 
- 

504 
509 
516 
510 

482 
485 

468 
470 
483 
459 

1 cyclohexanonc C3 

l C 4  

436 1 461 
4431 469 
443 / 473 

I_Ip-l 

4 3 4 '  
453 
457 
450 
- 

437 
451 
441 
440 
- 

431 
444 
446 
449 
- 

435 
458 
I56 
458 
- 

429 
444 
463 

- - 

D I I CI 
Aroniasol H C2 

I C3 

503 
504 
- 

489 
482 
499 
478 
- 

469 I 491 

4851 411 
- 

- ---- 

445 465 
452 1 471 
440 , 471 

445 , 473 494 I 

I I C4 
R2 -- - 

448 1 448 

D2 
Aromasol H 

cyclolicxanonc 

--- - - 

- - - 

431 
449 
430 

CI 
C2 
C3 
C4 

-- - - 

454 
472 
465 

445 481 
-- - 

457 
477 
479 
469 
- 

459 
479 
486 
483 
- 
450 
463 
465 
469 

- 

D I 
I A roma~o l t l  
1 

CI 
C2 
C3 

436 
449 
444 
442 
- 
431 
458 
464 
455 
- 

400 
406 
441 
447 
- 

1 C4 
RI - --------- - 

D2 
Aroniacol H 1 cyclohexanonc 

I 
p2 - - 1  - - - 

CI 
C2 
C3 
C4 
-- 

D I CI 
AromasolH C2 

i C3 
C4 

R2 
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Table 4 

P 
C 
T 
S 
F 

S x F  

T x  S 
c x s  
P X C  

P x C x T  

Abbreviated uilalysis of variance, c~xp~riment I 

TiO, pigment 
PVC(d), % 
Sized or unsized 
Substrate 
Film thickness 
Substrate x film 

thickness 
Sizing x substrate 
PVC(d) x substrate 
Pigment x PVC(d) 
Pigment x PVC(d) 

x sizing 
Residual 1 Unaccounted variation 589 1 116 1 5.1 1 - 1 - 

I 

1 Signifi- 
c e  1 cance 

level 
( O4) 

Degrees 
Mean Factors 

Signifi- 
Variance cance 1 ratio level 

( 

Designation of 
factors 

Table 5 

* These factors remain significant when all second order interactions involving C are 
removed (see interpretation of results) 

Factors 

--- 
P* 
S* 
F* 
R * 
D* 
C* 

R x C 
S x C 

S x R* 
S x F* 

P x C 
P x D* 
P x R* 

S X C X D  
S X R X C  
S X R X D *  
R X C X D  
P X D X C  
P X R X C  
P x R x D *  
P x C X S  
P x D x S *  

S x R x  
D x C  

P X C X  
S x D 

P x S x R x  
D x C  

Residual 

e.rperiment 2 

Mean 
square 

3902 
16125 
47423 

6309 
455 

3916 
400 
156 
238 
259 

99 
4480 
917 
72 

142 
135 
90 
50 
47 

466 
44 
67 
65 

97 

106 

13.7 

Abbreviated anu,vsis of variance. 

Designation of 
factcrs 

TiOz pigment 
Substrate 
Film thickness 
Resin 
Solvent 
PVC(d) 
Resin x PVC(d) 
Substrate x PVC(d) 
Substrate x resin 
Substrate x film 

thickness 
Pigment x PVC(d) 
Pigment x solvent 
Pigment x resin 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 

Sum of 
squares 

-- 
3902 

32249 
94846 
6309 
455 

1 1747 
1199 
935 
476 

1035 

297 
4480 
917 
429 
850 
27 1 
27 1 
151 
140 

Degrees 
of 

freedom 

1 
2 
2 
I 
1 
3 
3 
6 
2 
4 

3 
I 
I 
6 
6 
2 
3 
3 
3 
1 
6 
2 
6 

6 

6 

188 

- 466 
- 1 284 
- 133 
- 

- 

- 

Unaccounted variation 

392 

583 

638 

2568 
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Table 6 
Conrpari.son of factors significant in experimmts I and 2 

Factors and interactions 

Mait? eflects 
T Sizing 
S* Substrate 
F* Film thickness 
C* PVC (d) % 
P* Pigment 
D * Solvent 
R * Resin 

Inleractions 
P x C  
c x s  
T r S 
S r F* 
P >: R* 
P v D* 
S x R* 
R x C  

Experiment 1 Experiment 2 

I I 
*retain significance after combining all C-interactions with residual error. 

[7 indicates significant 
x indicates non significant 
- means not studied 

Interpretation of tlte results 
On occasion, statistics are unfortunately misused for propaganda or political 
purposes, and consequently, even in legitimate use in scientific work, they remain 
misunderstood, and even mistrusted. Therefore, before proceeding to interpret 
the results it is proposed to say something about the statistical analysis used 
and its implications, since standard texts on the subject seem to be submerged 
in a specialised terminology which is not readily understood. The principles 
really are exceptionally simple. 

The basic idea of the theory of probability (now commonly described as 
statistics) was described by Laplace as "Commonsense, reduced to calculation." 
Elaborating, Laplace continued ". . . it makes one appreciate exactly, what 
reasonable minds feel by a sort of instinct." 

In an "analysis of variance," such as the assessment carried out herein, the 
average of all the results is calculated. The individual results are then com- 
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pared with this average, and those which differ ap~reciably from it are noted, 
together with the extent of the difference. Having done this, it is decided, by 
reference to tables, whether the difference is likely to be due to pure chance, 
or whether it is more likely to be a real difference. Normally, exactly the same 
judgment of the data is made in any experiment, only the judgment is made 
intuitively and not by conscious measurement. 

In practice, differences are not calculated from a simple average, but the 
"variances" (02) are computed instead. (The variance is proportional to the 
square of the differences between a single result and the average of all the 
results.) Any variance can be identified with any single factor (substrate, 
pigment, etc.), or any combination of factors studied, by the nature of the 
experimental design and, by reference to the theoretical tables, the probability 
(the significance level) that the variance (our measure of difference) is real. 
and not merely due to chance, can be determined. This, in outline, constitutes 
an analysis of variance as tabulated in Tables 4 and 5: high variance ratios 
indicate "real" differences (significant factors), while the "significance level" 
indicates the likelihood of this difference ~ e i n g  due to chance (as a percentage, 
in Tables 4 and 5). 

The results are interpreted entirely from the original data (but having 
calculated in advance the individual factors and rcsults which are relevant). 
Without the analysis of variance the results would be interpreted in exactly the 
same way, using commonsense alone. The merit of an analysis of variance is 
that it frequently reveals minor yet important influences, especially where 
there are interrelationships between main factors, which are likely to be over- 
looked by simple inspection. Several such interrelationships ("interactions" to 
the statistician) have been revealed in the present study. Furthermore, an 
analysis of variance quantifies the risk of misconstruing any results, and gives 
a measure of experimental error. 

Experiment I 
All five factors studied, grade of pigment, pigment volume concentration, 
sizing of the substrate, the substrate itself, and the film thickness, affect opacity. 
I-lowever, none of this information can be considered original. What is perhaps 
revealing from this study is the relative importance of these factors. 

Adopting as a standard for comparison the average increase in opacity 
obtained by increasing the film thickness by lpm from 10pm to 1 lpm, then the 
factor with the biggest single influence on the film reflectance(the practical opacity) 
is the substrate, or, to be more precise, its reflectivity, and this will be discussed in 
more detail in the second part of the paper. Thus, roller coatings applied to 
electrolytic tinplate (unsized reflectivity approximately 7 1 per cent) are far brighter 
than the same coatings applied to bright "Hitop" (unsized reflectivity approxi- 
mately 47 per cent), which in turn are far brighter than the same coatings 
applied to the rather dull burnished steel (unsized reflectivity approximately 
36 per cent). (The concept of approximate reflectivity is preferred because the 
actual reflectivity of the substrate may vary with the refractive ~ndex of any 
film applied thereon, from which it follows that the substrate reflectivity might 
vary with the pigment volume concentration of a roller coating.) 
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Following in order of influence is pigment volume concentration (between 
18.5 and 23.8 per cent), film thickness, then sizing, with, in this series, choice 
of pigment a relatively unimportant factor. 

However, discussing main effects in isolation is a little irrelevant, because the 
analysis of variance indicates that four first-order interactions (namely the 
interdependence of opacity on substrate/film thickness, sizinglsubstrate, 
PVC(d)/substrate, and PVC(d)/pigment) and one second-order interaction (the 
interdependence of opacity on sizing/PVC(d)/pigment) need to  be considered. 
The final assessment must therefore be based on the interrelationship between 
all factors and not simply on their main effects. These interrelationships must 
be considered. 

Substrate/jlm thic1tnc.s~ (the S x F interaction): After plotting reflectance 
against film thickness (Fig. 3), it is noted that the slope of the curves decreases 
with increasing film thickness on all three substrates. Put another way, the 
influence of the substrate on the realised opacity decreases with the film weight 
applied. It should also be noted that this efTect is rather small, and it might 

F i  lm t h i c k n e s s  pm 

Fig. 3. Sizingls~lhstrate interdependence 
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have been overlooked by simple inspection of the data. The "analysis of 
variance" helps to avoid this risk. 

The points in Fig. 3, and all subsequent graphs, are relative. Each point is a 
sum of a number of reflectance readings and is a sort of intermediate average, 
for example, any single point on Fig. 3 represents the total of all the Harrison 
colorimeter readings at the four values of PVC(d) studied for each of the two 
pigments, that is the sum (4 x 2) = 8 Harrison Colorimeter readings. The 
actual points also have a factor of (8 x 475) = 3,800 subtracted, which explains 
the negative values in certain cases. This may seem a very complicated way of 
calculating points but in practice it is not, since the figures plotted are obtained 
as a routine step towards the analysis of variance. A similar method of grouping 
of readings is also used in the various histograms, e.g. Figs. 5, 7, 8, 9, and 12. 

Incidentally, plotting the data as in Fig. 9 illustrates very well the simple 
concept of measuring differences from the total average which was discussed 
earlier. The actual average for all readings in this experiment is - 1.45, which 
is not significantly different from zero on the reflectance scale. It can be seen 
that the total areas of the six curves above and below the zero line are 
approximately equal. 

Sizing,/substrate: This interrelationship is also plotted in Fig. 3, where i t  
can very easily be seen that sizing makes a dramatic contribution to opacity 
on the very reflective tinplate: this fact might usefully be more often exploited 
in practical metal decorating. However, sizing a very dull substrate such as 
the burnished steel makes only a trivial difference, and is virtually of no 
commercial value. This was predicted earlier by one of the  author^.^ 

PVC(d)/substrate: This interrelationship, which is relatively minor, is plotted 
in Fig. 4. It appears from the data that the location, peak, and slope of the 
curve of reflectance against PVC(d) varies with the substrate. However, 
anticipating the results of experiment 2, where some rather random variations 
between opacity and PVC(d) were found, it is proposed to reserve judgment 
on this matter. 

PVC(d)/pigment: Tn this experiment (refer again to Fig. 4) there is little 
doubt that the two pigments tested (in one resin only) give different curves for 
PVC(d) against opacity, particularly at the higher values of PVC(d) examined, 
and that, on the whole, P2 is slightly the better. However, it would be unwise 
in view of the results of experiment 2 and more general experience to judge 
this effect outside the rather narrow limits of this experiment. 

PVC(d)/pigment/sizing: This interrelationship, the weakest of all the influences 
revealed by the analysis, defies explanation, particularly as it is also difficult 
fully to explain the PVC(d)/pigment interrelationship as mentioned in the 
previous paragraph. 

Summary of experiment I 
All the five factors studied were found to influence opacity. The substrate had 
the greatest effect, followed by pigment volume concentration (between CI 
and C2), film thickness, sizing, and finally the particular Ti02 pigment. 

The influence of the substrate seems to be a function of its reflectivity and 
decreases with an increase in film thickness. The influence of sizing decreases 
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Fig. 4. PVC(d)/substrate/pigment interrelationship 

P V e  I d )  2 
Fig. 4. PVC(d)/substrate/pigment interrelationship 

Average influence 

of factors 

S C F T P  

Fig. 5. Experiment 1, summary. P x S x T interaction at C1 and C2, 
and average influence of factors on the same scale 
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with a decrease in substrate reflectivity. The influence of pigment volume con- 
centration appears to be interrelated with the pigment and with the substrate, 
but it is preferred to defer judgment on this. The combined effects of pigment, 
pigment volume concentration, substrate. and sizing are shown in the histo- 
gram, Fig. 5. Side by side on the same figure, and on the same scale, a bar 
chart shows the average influence of each factor. in comparison with the 
standard, namely, the average increase in reflectance arising from an increase 
in film thickness from 10 to I Ipm. This f i g ~ ~ r e  is a little complex, but it seems 
the best way to demonstrate the combined influences in a condensed yet 
understandab!e form. 

Experiment 2 
In this experiment, 25 factors and interactions were initially found to  be 
significant-the 6 main factors, 7 first-order interactions, 9 second-order inter- 
actions, 2 third-order interactions, and I fourth-order interaction. It follows 
that full interpretation of the results is bound to be complex, and it is made all 
the more so by random variations in reflectance with PVC(d) in the region 
23.8-31.5 per cent, as already intimated in the discussion of experiment 1 (for 
example, see Fig. 6). 

Fig. 6. Experiment 2. S x C interaction 

In view of these variations, it might well be asked "Are the data precise 
enough?", and this question must be very carefully considered before proceeding 
to discuss the results. It was because such a possibility had been foreseen that 
the statistical design was adopted, and it is in just such a situation as this that 
the ability to handle the data mathematically is invaluable. 





Finally, as a result of the re-analysis, it may be concluded that there is full 
justification for interpreting effects arising from P, S, F, R and D as they lie 
outside the limits of experimental error. By contrast, variations in C within 
the limits of C2 and C4 are within experimental error and consequently cannot 
be positively interpreted. The fact that certain interactions involving C remain 
significant in the re-analysis indicates that C might still be of some significance 
between 23.8 per cent and 31.5 per cent, but greater experimental accuracy 
would be needed to determine whether this is really so or not. 
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Table 7 

The results of experiment 2 can now be interpreted using the re-analysis of 
variance omitting CI as a base. 

The main factors 
When the main factors are interdependent with one, and frequently more than 
one, other factor, to interpret the main effects in isolation is not good practice. 

or nit tin^ CI 

Mean 
square 

3488 
10217 
34865 
7350 
400 

15 
25 
74 
85 

156 
176 
100 

3936 
997 
62 

20 1 
85 

134 
29 
13 

367 
50 
87 

92 

103 

110 
12.6 

analysis 

Factors 

---- 
P 
S 
F 
R 
D 
C 

R x C  
S X C  
S x D* 
S x R 
S X F  
P x C 
P x D 
P x R  

S x C x D  
S x R x C  
S x R x D  
R x C X D  
P x D x C  
P x R x C 
P x R x D  
P x C X S  
P x D x S  

S x R x  
D x C 

P x C x 
S x D  

P x S x R  
x D x C  
Residual 

variance, 

Sum of 
squares 

3488 
20433 
69730 
7350 
400 

29 
50 

296 
1 69 
312 
703 
199 

3936 
997 
247 
803 
170 
267 
58 
25 

367 
198 
173 

368 

41 1 

440 
1843 

insignificant 

Re-ana!,.sis of 

Designation of 
factors 

TiOz pigment 
Substrate 
Film thickness 
Resin 
Solvent 
PVC(d) 

Unaccounted variation 

* New factor, 

experiment 2, 

Degrees 
of 

freedom 

1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
2 
2 
4 
2 
2 
4 
2 
I 
1 
4 
4 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
4 
2 

4 

4 

4 
146 

in first 

Variance 
ratio 

277 
8 10 

2767 
583 
3 1 

1.2 
2.0 
5.9 
6.7 

12.4 
14.0 
7.9 

312 
79 
4.9 

16.0 
6.7 

10.6 
2.3 
1 .O 

29.1 
4.0 
6.9 

7.3 

8.2 

Signiii- 
cance 
level 
( Yo) 

0.1 
0.1 
0. I 
0.1 
0.1 
- 
- 
0.1 
1 .O 
0.1 
0.1 
0. I 
0. I 
0.1 
1 .O 
0. I 
1 .O 
0.1 
- 
- 
0.1 
1 .O 
1 .O 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 
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Nevertheless, a brief review of the main effects will provide assistance in 
appreciating the interdependencies which follow. 

Grade ofpigment: in general, PI develops better opacity than P2. 
Substrate: as in experiment 1 ,  the more reflective substrate gives the better 

opacity. Order of performance is S3, electrolytic tinplate (approximate reflec- 
tivity 7 1 per cent) better than S2, bright "Hitop" (approximate reflectivity 
47 per cent) better than SI, matt "Hitop" (approximate reflectivity 42 per cent). 

Film thickness: opacity increases with increasing film thickness. 
Resin: R1 develops better opacity than R2. 
Solvent: in general Dl is the better, but D is involved in some fascinating 

interactions. 
PVC(d): within the limits C2 to C4, 23.8 per cent to 31.5 per cent, any 

variations in PVC(d) which may exist are masked by experimental error. 
Consequently, explorations within this range are inconclusive. 

Between 18.5 per cent (CI) and 23.8 per cent (C2) opacity increases with 
increase in PVC(d). 

Interactions 
Probably the best way to discuss the interactions is to start with one or two 
of the first-order interactions and then follow these through to the more com- 
plex interdependencies. This will inevitably entail some cross-referencing. For 
example, since P x D and P x R are themselves interdependent as the second- 
order interaction P x R x D, conclusions about P x D or P x R on their 
own are not, in the final assessment, relevant. Although a discussion of 
P x D or P x R alone helps to illustrate trends, the final conclusions must 
be made not on P x D, nor on P x R, but on P x R x D. 

Film thickness/substrate, F x S: This is the only interdependence not further 
dependent on any other factor. It shows, as in experiment 1, that the con- 
tribution to opacity arising from the substrate reflectivity decreases as the film 
thickness is increased. 

Substratelresin ( S  x R), suhstrate/solv~nt ( S  x D), substratelresin/solvent 
( S  x R x D): In interpreting these three interrelationships, it must also be 
borne in mind that five additional interrelationships involving S x R and 
S x D (or R x D) are significant also. These are S x R x C, R x C x D, 
P x R x D , S x R x D x C a n d P x S x R x D x C .  

The substrate/resin interrelationship, the most powerful of the three under 
consideration, is shown in the histogram, Fig. 7. R l  is better than R2, but the 
differences in opacity attributable to the choice of resin decrease with the 
transition of Sl to S3. This resembles the change of opacity with film thickness. 
The effect might be a function of the substrate reflectivity, but the possibility 
that it is a surface chemical one at the substrate/paint film interface must also 
be considered. 

The substrate/solvent interrelationship is shown in Fig. 8. On S1 the differ- 
ences between the two solvents are trivial, but, on S2 and S3, Dl  is clearly 
better than 0 2 .  
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Fig. 7. Experiment 2. S x R interaction 
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Fig. 8. Experiment 2. S x D interaction 

The S :.: R  x D  interrelationship is illustrated in Fig. 9, and is by no means 
simple to interpret. RI is better than R2, and D l  better than 0 2 ,  as already 
concluded. However, the advantage of using RI and D l  is more pronounced 
on tinplate (S3) than on the two different "Hitop" surfaces. With the coatings 
formulated on RI in particular. there is very little difference in opacity between 
those applied to the matt "Hitop" SI and the bright "Hitop" S2. 

NO positive trends can be discel-ned from the more complex S x R x D x C, 
and P x S x R x D x C interrelationships. I t  appears that different pigment 
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Fig. 9. Experiment 2. S x R x D interaction 

contents may be preferable to optimise opacity, depending upon the substrate, 
resin, solvent and even pigment, but more results within the PVC(d) range 
of 23.8 per cent to 31.5 per cent would be needed to justify a firm conclusion: 
in retrospect, the number of PVC(d)'s studied was perhaps too small, and the 
steps between the individual points too wide. 

Substrate/PVC(d), S x C, substrate/resin/PVC(d), S x R x C, substrate1 
PVC(d)lsolvent, S x C x D, pigment/PVC(d), P x C, pigment/PVC(d)/sub- 
strate, P x C x S, resin/PVC(d)/solvent, R x C x D: The S x C interaction 
was plotted in Fig. 6, as illustrative of the problem encountered in trying to 
interpret changes in opacity within the limits C2 to C4. Tt is quite clear from 
this that neither C (which is non-significant as a main factor within the 
PVC(d) limits of 23.8 per cent to 31.5 per cent) nor any interactions involving 
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C can be confidently interpreted on the data available. It is safer to conclude 
that more data are needed for effective interpretation of these effects. The 
effects might all be real, but the case is not proved. 

Pigmentlresin, P x R, pigment/solvent, P x D, pigment/resin/solvent, 
P x R x D: These three interdependencies are by far the greatest, and rank 
in their influence with the main effects. 

The pigment/solvent interaction, illustrated in Fig. 10, is the most influential, 
a possibility which had not been expected. Considering this interaction alone, 
independent of resin, inspection of the results shows that P I  gives better results 
with the hydrocarbon solvent, Dl,  whereas P2 is better with the ketonethydro- 
carbon mixture, D2. However, too much importance must not be attached 
to this conclusion in isolation and the next step is to consider the pigmentlresin 
interrelationship. Considering the main effect of resin first, it has already been 
noted that R l  gives more opaque coatings than R2. However, when Rl  and R2 
are correlated in relation to the pigment, the basic fact that RI  is superior to 
R2 still holds, but whereas PI is very much better than P2 in RI, the superiority 
of PI over P2 in R2 is much smaller. But, competing with this are the different 
solvent compatibilities of P I  and P2 already mentioned, and consequently 
when P, R and D are considered together it  is found that the main trend 

P1 Dl .  

F i l m  thickness pm 

Fig. 10. Experiment 2. P x D interaction 
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elaborated at the start of this paragraph is not now entirely correct. This is 
shown in Fig. 11, which illustrates the eight possible combinations of P, R 
and D  (averaged over all three substrates and the four pigment volume con- 
centrations), in relation to film thickness. 

This shows that in general, RI is superior to R2, PI to P2, and Dl  to 0 2 ,  
but the potential of P2 is more fully realised with 0 2  than with D l ,  and so the 
detailed performance rankings are as follows: 

PI RI D l  > PI X I  0 2  = P2 XI 0 2  > PI R2 D l  > P2 RI D l  > 
P 2 R 2 D 2  > PI R2 0 2  > P 2 R 2 D I  

This is the most complicated example of an interaction between factors that 
the authors have so far met, and illustrates only too well how it is possible to 
draw valid conclusions from one experiment and then apply them outside its 
limits and get the wrong answer. For example, if one carried out a single 
comparison of P1 and P2 in R2, using 0 2  as solvent, one would conclude that 
P2 was the better pigment, and although this would be a correct conclusion 

Film thickness pm 

Pig. 11. Experiment 2. P x R x D interaction 
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from the test carried out, with fuller knowledge it would be incorrect. If, on 
the evidence of this single comparison, one then proceeded to formulate a roller 
coating, in R I  with Dl as solvent and pigmented it with P2 one could finish up 
with a coating 20 per cent inferior in opacity to one in which PI was 
substituted. 

Summar.v of csperimiwt 2 
All six factors studied influenced opacity in the original analysis, but re- 
analysis showed that pigment volume concentration was of no practical 
influence between 23.8 per cent and 31.5 per cent. 

In general, the substrate had the biggest influence, followed by the resin, 
film thickness, then choice of pigment, and finally solvent. 

Strong interdependencies were revealed between pigment, solvent and resin, 
and that between pigment and solvent was far more influential than expected. 
As a result of the interactions between pigment, resin and solvent, the relative 
performance of the two pigments was reversed in certain conditions. 

There is evidence of interrelationships between the substrate and resin and 
solvent, suggesting that physico-chemical interactions at the paintlsubstrate 
boundary may play a part. 

Fig. 12 summarises in a bar chart the relativeinfluences of the factors studied. 

400 

Average influence 

of factors 
300 

S C R F P D  

0 c 1  Lo, 
C 
_o 100 
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.- - 
0 - 
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Fig. 12. Experiment 2. Summary, P x S x R x D interaction, and 
average effect of all six factors studied, on tlie same scale 

General discussion 
The object of the experimental work was to carry out an empiric~ll study of 
fzctors influencing the opacity of roller coatings, excluding the bias of pre- 
conceived ideas, and to quantify the relative importance of these factors. 
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Three independent lines of discussion emerge from the study. These are: 
practical conclusions of interest to the paint technologist and metal coater; 
theoretical consideration of the effects; 
the limitations of the study. 

However, before embarking on this discussion, it is perhaps worthwhile to 
consider the general implications. 

In identifying the opacity of roller coatings, it is helpful to consider first the 
individual optical elements of the system. Initially, there are only two: the 
dry paint film (consisting of the pigment embedded in the resin), and the 
substrate (which for all practical purposes acts as a mirror behind the paint 
film). The opaqueness of the coating depends upon the light scattered by the 
pigment and is generally accepted as being related to the quality of the pigment 
dispersion and the volume concentration of the pigment (factors P, C and F 
in our empirical study). If this is so, then what is the role of such factors as 
the resin, R, and the solvent, D? How do they influence opacity? The solvent 
is not even present as a constituent of the film by the time opacity measure- 
ments are made. Because the authors' results show that R and D affect opacity. 
it must consequently be concluded that these factors also influence pigment 
dispersion in the dry film, although this fact has received little previous 
recognition. This being so, the dependence of film opacity on P, C, F, R and D 
and/or interactions between these components can be explained, Factors S 
(substrate), and T (the effect of sizing), then combine together as "the mirror 
behind the film" and the simple picture is complete. 

How then can the other interactions revealed by the study, such as the 
substrate with components of the film S x R, S x D, S x C, S x R x D be 
explained? The simple picture just envisaged does not adequately explain these 
effects. Consequently the state of affairs must be more complex. 

An effect such as S x C can be explained on the assumption that the 
refractive index of the pigmented film changes with PVC(d), and there are 
practical results in one medium to show that such a change does in fact occur. 
But is it reasonable to expect significant differences in the refractive index of 
the pigmented films with a change in the resin, when the resins are of very 
similar composition? Even accepting such differences, why is there an S x D 
or S x R x D interaction? Two explanations 2re possible. The substrate 
reflectivity may change with the resin and solvent, in which case the effect is 
purely optical. This seems unlikely. Alternatively, some physico-chemical 
interaction may occur between the substrate and the wet film, affecting the 
orientation of the resin molecules and/or the pigment particles, and, con- 
sequently the opacity of the dry film. Orientation of polymer films at surfaces 
has been reported in the literature13, but, as far as is known to the present 
authors, the possibility of such an effect influencing pigment behaviour has 
not. Nevertheless it is quite a reasonable supposition. 

Theoretical treatment of the observed effects on the basis of physical optics 
is dealt with in part IT of this paper, but in view of the evidence of interactions 
between substrate and individual film elements, this treatment may not fully 
provide for the complexity of all roller-coating systems. It must, however, be 
recognised that the experimental plan used in this work would not be expected 
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to detect effectively differences caused by physico-chemical interactions between 
the roller-coated film and the substrate due to the chemical similarity of the 
substrates. Also, such an effect is not conclusively proved; its positive identi- 
fication would have to be studied separately. 

Practical conclusions 
Using as a standard for comparison the average increase in opacity secured 
by increasing the film thickness from 10 to I Ipm = 10 per cent, the following 
practical conclusions can be drawn from the study. 

The reflectivity of the substrate has the biggest individual influence on film 
opacity (see Figs. 5 and 12). Highly reflective substrates, such as tinplate, can 
amplify the opacity of a given roller coating by as much as 30 per cent in 
comparison with the same coating applied on a dull steel substrate; 25 per cent 
is an average figure. 

Sizing of the substrate enhances opacity in comparison with the unsized 
metal. The extent of the improvement depends on the reflectivity of the sub- 
strate. With a dull substrate the effect is trivial, about I per cent, but with a 
bright substrate the improvement in opacity is about 20 per cent (see Fig. 5). 

The influences of pigment, resin and solvent are interrelated, and in practice 
each roller coating should be considered against a standard if accurate con- 
clusions are to be drawn. 

The influence of choice of resin on opacity was in general greater than that 
of choice of pigment. The maximum difference in opacity arising from choice 
of resin was 27 per cent, the minimum 2.5 per cent, and the average 13 per cent 
(see Fig. 12). The influence of the resin changed with the different pigments 
and solvents studied. 

As a rule, choice of pigment was less important than that of most other 
factors. The maximum difference found between two pigments was 27 per cent, 
the same as for the resins, but the minimum difference was very small, and 
negative (that is, the pigment which was generally the poorer was better in the 
circumstances that gave rise to the smallest difference between them). The 
average of about 9 per cent was less than the effect of a Ipm increase in film 
thickness. 

The two pigments gave different results with the two resins and also with 
the two solvent systems used. 

Opacity differences as large as 19 per cent were obtained between the two 
solvents investigated (see Fig. 12). The minimum difference was 2 per cent, 
the average about 3.5 per cent. 

The influence of the solvent was more interrelated with the pigment than 
with the resin. 

No significant differences in opacity were confirmed with changes in pigment 
volume concentration within the limits 23.8 per cent to 31.5 per cent. Between 
18.5 per cent and 23.8 per cent PVC(d), opacity increased with increasing 
PVC(d) by about 15 per cent, or approximately the same as a 1.5pm increase 
in film thickness. 

Comparisons between formulations sometimes differed on different sub- 
strates. No significant reversals in performance were recorded, but significant 
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differences on one substrate were reduced almost to zero on another. I t  follows 
that roller coatings (and probably other coatings as well) should wherever 
possible be compared under the conditions of use, and not by an arbitrary 
method. 

theore tic-a1 considerations 
Theoretical interpretation of the results is dealt with in part 11 of the paper 

Limitations of the study 
Definite conclusions concerning the effect of substrate, sizing, film thickness. 
choice of pigment, resin and solvent can be drawn from the experimental work, 
but the effect of pigment volume concentration within the limits 23.8 per cent 
to 31.5 per cent remains uncertain. Theoretically, this PVC(d) region is very 
interesting, because within it lies the point where crowding of pigment particles 
commences, with the possibility of optical interference. Also, because 
"blueness" increases with an increase in PVC(d), pigment volume concen- 
trations within these limits are used, by paint manufacturers, to improve the 
colour and colour stability of white roller coatings. 

On the basis of opacity data obtained previously on black substrates, it had 
been expected that the PVC(d) points chosen for study would reveal an opacity 
maximum between the limits of 23.8 per cent and 27.5 per cent. As it is, the 
results fail to discriminate between 23.8 per cent, 27.5 per cent and 3 1.5 per cent 
PVC(d), which means that, in roller coatings at any rate, the maximum is 
found not at a point but within a broad range, and that for all practical 
purposes differences within this range are insignificant. 

If there are real opacity differences related to PVC(d) in the region 
23.8 per cent to 31 .S per cent that are of theoretical interest, greater experimental 
precision is needed to identify them. 
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Discussion a t  the Torquay Conference 
MR S. R. FINN, referring to Fig 1, said that the area of greater opacity had bcen quoted 
as being due to poor adhesion. Had this been, in fact, due to an air gap, which woi~ld 
imply complete detachment, or did the degrce of adhesion affect opacity? 

MR D. G. DOWLING rcplied that it was a simple air gap. The interesting fact was 
that exactly the same effect was obtained when the substrate was sized. 

MR J. BOROKY said that work he had been involved in had led him to suspect 
different factors for opacity of coatings. Titanium dioxide pigmented coatings, at 
extreme pigment to binder ratios-in the region of 1 to 6-had been applied to 
substrates such as aluminium foil at speeds of lOOni min-l. Under these conditions, 
poor adhesion was unlikely. It was found that mixtures of two binders which 
individually had good adhesion to the substrate and affinity for the pigment, produced 
very opaque films. It was thought that this phenomenon occurred because the partial 
incompatibility of the binders caused incipient precipitation of the pigment, i.e. 
precipitation that was invisible to the eye but could be detected instrumentally. A 
similar result had been obtained by modifying the solvent formulation; if a coating 
producing a thin transparent film was reformulated to induce incipient precipitation, 
opacity resulted. 

Also, it had been noted that, in some cases, paints giving a transparent film at 
lower speeds became opaque when applied at speeds over 175m min-'. 

Would Mr Dowling comment on these phenomena? 
MR DOWLING remarked that the types of formulation Mr Boroky was discussing, 

with pigment to binder ratios of 1 :6, were very much different to those reported in 
the paper. Some work had been done on similar coatings, and the results confirmed 
Mr Boroky's comments. However, the formulations were above the critical PVC, 
and dry hiding was involved. It was true that excellent adhesion was obtained, but he 
preferred to regard this as a completely separate branch of technology. 

With respect to the question of speed of application, and of drying, it was possible 
that this had affected the work reported in the paper, and might explain why some of 
the results had not been as precise as expected. 

MR A. R. H. TAWN said that, although he was an advocate of statistical design 
of experiments, he was always a little suspicious of a statistical programme as large 
as that reported here, particularly when many results were achieving a level of 0.1 
per cent significance in an analysis of variance. When seven factors were included, 
a vast number of experiments was necessary, and it was usual to carry out a fractional 
factorial by confounding certain of the variables. However, even before adopting 
this procedure, the necessity of inclusion of some of the factors should be examined. 
Where the significance of the first order factors in the analysis of variance was around 
the 0.1 per cent level, it seemed that the factor need not have been tested in the first 
place. In other words, if a prime factor was found to have a significance at the 0.1 
per cent level, the experimenter should have been aware of it before the multi-factorial 
experiment was undertaken. A case in point was the effect of film thickness on opacity. 
It seemed fairly obvious that this would have a finite effect, and the work done in 
showing a level of significance of 0.1 per cent in the analysis of variance was perhaps 
unnecessary. He was a little uncertain as to why several such factors had been included, 
unless it was to investigate interactions, in which case why was not a standard frac- 
tional factorial adopted? 

Further, i f  it had been felt necessary to test factors which might be regarded as 
obvious, and to draw conclusions on the basis of an 0.1 per cent probability, why had 
the author chosen to accept some results at this level and express doubt about others? 

MR DOWLING replied that, in the paper, it had been stated that there was evidence 
that all the main factors did affect opacity. It had bzen the interactions which had 
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been felt to be of importance. When working with very thin films, different results 
were often obtained from experiments nominally involving the same principles, but 
using different resins, pigments and solvents. Obviously interactions must be involved, 
and the work had attempted to show this and to investigate the interactions, as well as 
to put some numerical measure on the individual manifests relative to each other. 
Anyone using the numbers obtained outside the context of the paper was unwise, 
but the paper had been intended to show that opacity, or lack thereof, was not merely 
caused by the pigment used, and in doing so, bringing out the interactions was a 
positive step forward. The number of experiments carried out had been very large, 
but this had been necessary because of the difficulties involved in accurately measuring 
thin films. Statistics had been used as a laboratory tool, and as the laboratory work 
involved was difficult to perform to precise limits. a large number of determinations 
had been necessary-ven with a large volume of experiments, the results were not 
always as precise as might have been desirable. An experimenter was surely permitted 
to reject results as not proved. 

MR TAWN said that if statistics were to be used, the significance level produced 
should be accepted for effects which were originally thought unlikely as well as in 
support of effects originally expected to occur. 

MR DOWLING replied that common sense also played a part in interpreting the 
results. Some of the points brought out by the statistical analysis did not seem logical 
from a commonsense point of view. Where this occurred, it was pointed out. As the 
results were not understood, it might be that the experimental design was at fault. 
For instance, after the experimental work had been completed, a batch of the tin 
plate used as the substrate was examined, and variations in its reflectance found. This 
may have caused erroneous figures. It was this sort of phenomenon that was being 
borne in mind when certain findings were queried. Also, as had already been mentioned, 
precise quantitative measurements of films as thin as those investigated were very 
difficult to obtain, and this should be taken into account in interpreting the results, 
statistical or otherwise. 

Returning to the point about fractionation, a standard fractional design was not 
the way to approach this investigation: how did one separate the aliases? 1 

DR R. BULT (Chairman) remarked that a problem common to any research work 
I 

in the paint field was the large number of variables involved, and the increasing use 
of statistical methods to deal with these was most useful. 

MR J. A. L. HAWKEY referred to work he had carried out on the effect of the pigment 
on the opacity of lithographic ink films. The application of such films, which were 
of the order of 0.2 microns thick, showed that, as with the thin roller coatings discussed 
in the paper, the type of pigment was of minor importance compared with other 
factors influencing opacity. One reason which could be put forward in support of the 
authors' not taking for granted the relation between film thickness and opacity was 
that, in both roller coatings and lithographic inks, film splitting occurred on deposi- 
tion, and with very thin films this tended to cause imperfect levelling and pinholing. 
On a tinplate substrate, this would add as much as 10 per cent of reflectance from 
bare tinplate to the reflectance from the film. 

In discussing the relative effects of dispersion and reflocculation it should be 
remembered that a great deal of the lower molecular weight components in the resin 
would be adsorbed on the pigment, and this could influence the rheological property 
and thus the levelling and opacity, and even the adhesion. 

Finally, he said that he thought that the facts brought out in the paper were most 
important and useful, and congratulated the authors on their work. 

MR DOWLING thanked Mr Hawkey. He had experience of the pinholing effect 
in lithographic tin-printing. If this phenomenon could be controlled, or made 
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reproducible, i t  could be advantageous in producing a brighter effect to the ink, owing 
to the reflection from bare substrate. 

MR P. FINK-JENSEN said that when a statistical evaluation produced a fourth order 
interaction of high significance, it paid to be suspicious, as this would not normally 
be expected. In this case, he suspected that misinterpretations might be caused by 
the fact that reflectance was not an additive quantity. The basis of the statistical 
evaluation of the experinients was that the quantities involved were additive, and in 
his experience non-additive quantities often produced high order interactions which 
were not valid. The remedy was to transform the reflectance to a function that was 
additive in nature. 

MR DOWLING replied that he was aware of this. After the results had been calculated, 
Mr Tunstall had suggested that the reciprocal of the reflectance should have been used. 

In a sense this was surely playing with numbers, and was going back to his point 
about using commonsense interpretation of the results. His own feeling was that it 
would be more useful not to n~anipulate the present results yet again, but to start 
a new experimental design. 

DR R. AMRERG pointed out that it had been stated that the opacity of the coating 
depended on the pigment. However, the binder might have an influence. Was it not 
possible that the binder caused the ditrerences between the two formulations, the 
pigments used being similar in their opacity behaviour? 

MR DOWLING said that the two pigments had been of different particle size, which 
would be expected to cause difference in opacity. The authors had deliberately chosen 
pigments not only of different particle size but also with different coatings for the second 
series of experiments, and different results had been expected from these pigments. 

Erratum 
Milling-a printing ink variable 
By J. R.  Groom. JOCCA 1971. 54, 266-280 

It is regretted that an error occurred in tlie structural formula given by the 
author for CI Pigment Yellow 85. 

We are informed that the correct structi~re is 

- I 
/ - N  N-C-C-N- /-\, 

C H :I- 
- - 11 I '= / 

I O H  I c I Barium salt 

Next month's issue 
The Honorary Editor has accepted the following papers from the Torquay Conference 
for publication, and these are expected to appear in the November issue: 

"Opacity of roller coatings Part 11-Theoretical analysis," by D. F. Tl~nsrall tn~d 
D. G .  Dowlirtg 
"Several factors affecting appearance and properties of thermosetting acrylic resin 
based enamels," by J. R. T(~ylor crticl H .  Fostrr 
"The relationship between gloss and dispersion in acrylic paint films," by J. H. 
Colliti~y. kt'. E. Cr(l/<c>r, M. C .  ,711iit/t ( / t i ( /  J .  Dt~tr(li~r(/(ili~ 



Correspondence 
Geographical distribution of Transactions and Communications 

SIR,-Further to our correspondence on the above subject, let us regard all 
transactions and communications simply as "papers," and if a paper is pre- 
sented in two or more parts, let us regard each separate part as a paper in 
itself, as indeed it is virtually so treated in the Journal. 

On this basis we notice that in the past three years there have been 10 papers 
from Paint Research Institute TNO, Delft, and I I papers from the Division 
of Building Research, Melbourne, compared for example with eight papers 
from PRS Teddington and three papers from Building Research Station, 
Garston. From Holland as a whole there have been 16 papers, and from 
Australia as a whole, 15 papers; these two countries have contributed between 
them about 50 per cent of all papers from overseas. What is there about the 
climate of Holland and Australia which engenders such extraordinary technical 
and scientific activity? By con~parison we have no papers at all from Russia, 
Japan, Italy or France. 

Your answer to my first letter suggests that there is no established policy 
which might lead us to expect a higher overall representation from British 
sources, and a more equitable distribution of contributions from overseas 
countries. Would it not be appropriate to formulate such a policy? 

195 Clarence Gate Gurckns, 
London, N WI 
15 May 1971 

Yours faithfully, 
F. Armitage 

Water transport through paint films 

SIR,-I have followed with interest the series of papers by D. Y. Perera 
and P. M. Heertjes of Paint Research Institute, TNO, Delft, on "Water 
transport through paint films"'-" Since the authors have referred to a paper 
of mine6, may 1 comment on the suggestion they have attributed to mes, 
". . . that, in the presence of a solution of an electrolyte such as sodium 
chloride, some of the properties of a polar polymer could change, and this 
consequently might affect the semipermeable characteristics of the membrane" 
(PP. 55314). 

The results I obtained certainly indicated no significant diffusion of the 
K +  cation through the films below pH 6.5, even for oleoresinoi~s and alkyd 
resins, which to this extent behaved in a semipermeable manner with respect 
to water transport in agreement with reference 3 above. They did show, how- 
ever, that electrical resistance of some types of films was affected by exposure 
to electrolyte solutions and depended on the pH balance. Some films were 
irreversibly affected as pH increased beyond about 6.5 and the degree of cation 
exchange or absorption increased with pH. 

Ulfvarson, Khullar and Whalin have reported a similar relationship7 and 
Ulfvarson and Khullar in a recent paper8 have shown some correlation between 



ion exchange capacity and anti-corrosion efficiency of coatings. I would agree 
entirely with the authors' conclusions if pH was in the region of 6.0 to 7.0, 
as would be assumed from the experimental details given, but their results 
might have been different above this range. 

Yours faithfully, 
I 1  Sprirl~ Gar.(lc~ti.s, G .  W. Rothwell 
Watfor(/, WD2 6 J J 
20 Aligust 1971 
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SIR-We have been pleased to read that the results with respect to the 
semipermeability characteristics of the films under our experimental conditions 
(namely pH 6.0-7.0) agree with those of Mr Rothwell. 

Under experimental conditions of pH beyond 7, it might be possible that 
the measurements under discussion would lead to different results. as suggested 
by Mr Rothwell. 

Yours faithfully, 
D. Y. Perera 
P. M. Heertjes 

Verjnstituut TN 0, 
Sckoemakrr:c.traat G7. 
Delft. Holland. 
I Seprc~niher 1971 



Review 

Edited by K. VENKATARAMAN. New York: Academic Press, Inc.. 1970. pp. x ix  
+ 485. Price $27.50. 

The publication of Volumes 1 and 2 of "Venkataraman" in 1952 provided 
what was probably a more comprehensive and scholarly account of dyestufrs 
chemistry than any hitherto available. Rapid progress in this lield in the 
succeeding 20 years has led to a clear need for a new edition of thi\ cla\sic 
work. This need is now being met by the publication of fo~ l r  further volunies, 
Nos. 3-6. These are difrerent f ron~  the original two in that they are supple- 
mentary rather than complete in themselves; they cover new developnients 
since the appearance of the earlier edition. Further, in the new volumes 
Professor Venkataraman appears as editor rather than sole author; each 
specialised area is now dealt with separately by an acknowledged authority 
in the field concerned. 

For the present volume, the editor has assembled a formidable team of 
experts selected internationally and from both industry and the academic 
world. Professor Venkataraman himself has contributed an introduction 
which constitutes a general survey of recent developments in  dyestufrs chemistry. 
This is followed by chapters on raw ~iiaterials (G. Collin and M .  Zander), 
intermediates (N. N. Vorozhtsov, Jr.), colour and the electronic states of 
organic molecules (S. F. Mason), diazotisation and co~~pl ing  (J .  M. Tedder). 
azo dyes (C. V. Stead), the chemistry of metal complex dyestufTs (R.  Price), 
and disperse dyes (J. M .  Straley). 

Comparison with the relevant portions of the earlier volu~iies is, of course. 
unavoidable. Such an exercise reveals straight away the considerable advances 
which have taken place in the last two decades. For exnniple, the chapter on 
diazotisation and coupling by Tedder indicates how greatly our understanding 
of the kinetics and mechanism of these important reactions have increased. 
Even more remarkable, however, is the section on C O I O L I ~  by Mason. We arc 
now clearly very much fi~rther on the way to establishing a rational, quantum- 
mechanical basis to account for the relations between colour and constitution 
than we were 20 years ago. The valence bond approach and its attendant 
resonance theory have been virt~lally superseded by the conceptually simpler 
and more widely applicable molecular orbital theory. 

To  sum up, the arrangement of the material within each chapter and the 
standard of writing throughout are, as to be expected, excellent. The layout 
of the text and the presentation of formulae and tables could hardly be 
improved upon. This book is thus a worthy successor to Volunies 1 and 2 and 
can be unreservedly recommended to all those interested in dyest~~lrs chemistry. 
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It has recently been announced that the name of the company The Yorkshire Dyeware 
& Chemical Co. Ltd. has been changed to Yorkshire Chemicals Ltd. In considering 
the change to a less cumbersome title, i t  is stated "Yorkshire" was required to 
nraintain the historic links with the county of Yorkshire, and also to maintain 
continuity, since it is by this word that the company is known abroad. The word 
"chemicals" embraces its interests in a variety of products for the dyeing, leather, 
paint and other industries. 

Degussa has issued a booklet giving full details of Specirll Black 15, a new fine 
particle oxidised low structure furnace black for letterpress and offset inks. 

The Fcjrrifector Morlel 1581, a new instrument for the measurement of the ferrite 
content in stainless steels, has been introduced by Elcometer Instruments Ltd. Similar 
to the Millitector T l ~ i ~ l i ~ l c . ~ . ~  Grrnlge, the new instrument has a dual scale calibrated 
in ferrite content from 0-10 and 10-25 per cent, and is particularly intended for the 
control of weld quality and possible degradation of neighbouring regions. 

The "Proceedings of the Australasian Vitreous Enamellers' Institute Convention 
Vol. 2 1970" has recently been published. The volume contains the full texts of 
18 papers delivered at the convention, covering subjects from metal preparation for 
enamelling to furnace tooling and design, and copies are available from the 
Australasian Vitreous Enaniellcrs' Institute at 810.00 Australian. 

The Paint Division of Atlas Preservative Co. Ltd. is to be merged with Storry 
Smithson Sr Co. Ltd.. it has recently been announced. This move has been made in 
orde~ to strengthen the Atlas range of specialised surface coatings, which will 
continue under the trade name Storitol. The sales representation and paint distribution 
facilities of the Atlas Paint Division will be added to those of Storry, Smithson and, 
with production, will be based at the latter conlpany's Hull factory. I t  is claimed 
that this will create one of thc largest, and technically best equipped, specialised 
coating suppliers in Europe. 

Details of the R11.sscl1 Crrrnflrrp continuous discharge valve, a new valve of par- 
ticular interest for discharging from vessels maintained above or below atmospheric 
pressure, are now available from Russell Finex Ltd. The valve operates by a motorised 
double-flap system, in which the inlet flap opens to allow material into the receiving 
chamber, and then closes before thc outlet flap opens to discharge the material. This 
cycle is repeated 20 times per minute. The flaps are closed by a cam operating against 
a wedge, ensuring tight closurc, and each flap is attached to the cam arm by chain 
link, so that i t  cannot remain closed, even when contaminated by a sticky material. 

Two models are available, nrotk.1 1012 with a cast iron body, inlet size 5in x 6in, 
and capacity 50-70cu ft/lir, and 11w1cl 1008, with a fabricated body, inlet size 
8in .. 6in and capacity 100-120cu ft/hr. 

Oncar anticorrosive pigment will be produced in Europe as from November, it 
has recently been announced. The two types involved are Oncor M.50 and the finer 
grade F31, the basic lead silicochroniatcs pigments developed by N L Industries Inc. 

995 
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in the USA. Following the growing demand for the pignients in Europe, production 
will be carried out by Kronos SA/NV (formerly Derives du Titane SA), the Belgian 
subsidiary of N L Industries. 

A new company, Chemsyn Ltd., has recently been set up to manufacture fine 
organic chemicals. Utilising the production facilities of Chemical Process Develop- 
ments Ltd., Chemsyn offers a contract chemical manufacturing service, intended for 
larger chemical groups who find the production of small scale or limited run chemicals 
uneconomic. The company will also undertake the manufacture of fine organics in 
quantities from 10 grams to 10 tons. 

A new type of coating for metal which is claimed to last at least three times longer 
than conventional coatings, has been developed by ICI Ltd., Paints Division. The new 
paint, Flr~rolux, is designed basically for architectural cladding, curtain walling and 
roofing systems where the metal sheet is precoated and formed before leaving the 
factory. I t  is based on Ky~ifrr 5500, a polyvinylidene fluoride resin produced by the 
Pennwalt Corporation in the USA, and is claimed to have outstanding durability 
and flexibility, being capable of withstanding any likely forming of the metal sub- 
strate. Application may be by roller coater or spray on high speed coil coating equip- 
ment, to give coatings of 20-25 microns thickness. After extensive market trials over 
the past two years, the product is now generally available in a range of eight colours, 
plus black, white and metallic finishes. 

ICI has also issued "Pretreatment for metal," a quick reference guide to standard 
products and processes. 

The automated Co-prc~cipitutc plant comnlissioned in March is now operating close 
to its design capacity, announce Interstab Ltd. The plant is producing a wide range of 
co-precipitated heavy metal stabilisers for pvc. These stabilisers are claimed to be 
more effective and economical than simple lead soaps, since the presence of two metals 
provides a considerable degree of synergism. 

A new low cost modified polyester resin for coil coating enamels, (:~f:trc.  rclsirr 1531, 
is available in the U K  from Cyanamid of Great Britain Ltd. Intended for enamels 
for non-critical users, Cyztrc rcsirl 1531 is claimed to impart good hardness, impact 
resistance and fabricating potential, together with reasonably good resistance to 
colour and gloss change when overbaked. 

Also new from Cyanamid are two electrocoating resins. XC 4020 Rcsk has been 
developed specifically for use in corrosion-resistant primers and one coat off-white 
and coloured electrocoating systems. Good bath stability is claimed. The resin can 
also be used in aqueous and organic based general purpose industrial finishes. 
XM 1132 is a cross-linking agent for use in electrocoating paints requiring high 
corrosion and detergent resistance; excellent migration properties are claimed. 

Further details of all three products, including suggested formulations, are 
available from Cyanamid. 

Cyanamid International, the above con~pany's American parent, has published a 
new 24-page catalogue of products: "Cyanamid products for industry." Copies are 
available from Cyanamid of Great Britain. 

Piggy-Bok, a stacker for many types of carton, sack or bundle, has been introduced 
by the Newcastle Company Inc. The Pigg-v-Btrk is a fully automatic self-contained 
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unit on which a single file line of stackable objects can be placed one on top of another 
to almost any desired height. The stacked items are then discharged in line on the 
same level as the intake conveyor. Between 20 and 40 objects can be handled per 
minute, depending on their type and size. 

It has recently been announced that lntracolor Corporation, part of the US operations 
of CIBA-GEIGY, is to be acquired by Crornpton & Knowles as part of the Consent 
Decree negotiated with the US Department of Justice prior to the merger of ClBA 
and GEIGY. lntracolor handles the dyestuffs and auxiliary products and the optical 
brighteners of the former ClBA Chemical & Dye Company. The sale is subject to 
Department of Justice approval. 

Wi~iternri.~, a paint tinting scheme claimed to be the most highly developed in 
the world, is to be marketed in the UK by Winter Osakeyhtio of Finland. Winner 
of an award at the Inventions Exhibition, Wiiitcrmix is based on a very small number 
of base paints over the eight available types of formulation. The tinting machine 
operates by punching a hole in the lid of a tin of base paint, and injecting the 
appropriate amount of tinter. The hole is then plugged with a plastic stopper, and the 
tin shaken mechanically until the shade is even. A rack of shade cards is also supplied. 

Cabot Carbon Ltd. has recently announced that it has signed the CBI undertaking, 
with regard to its British-produced carbon black;concerning the limiting of any 
price increases over a twelve month period. 

A new full gloss white decorative paint, said to have been formulated regardless 
of cost, has been introduced by International Decorative Paints, a division of the 
International Paint Company Ltd. Known as I~rt~~rimtioiial Llrxnry Wllite Ei~nniel, the 
paint is claimed to be the easiest brushing on the market, being sag free and quick 
drying. Other properties claimed for the paint, which is formulated on an oil modified 
alkyd resin and polyurethane reinforced with silicone, are excellent durability, hardness 
and dirt and scrub resistance. 

Several new product developments were recently announced by The Baker Castor 
Oil Company. 

Two new colloidal thixotropic agents for sag control in thick film chlorinated 
rubber and industrial coatings, Rlt~~ox 46 and 53 are being introduced to the European 
market. RIIPOX 46 is a soft paste, while Rlrcox 53 has a stiff paste consistency: superior 
heat stability and effectiveness in sag control of thick films are claimed for both. 

A new aliphatic polyurethane elastomeric polymer, Alfn 841, has been developed. 
Containing no free isocyanate groups, the new product is claimed to have excellent 
non-yellowing and abrasion resistant properties, and is recommended as a protective 
coating for leather, natural and synthetic fabrics. upholstery, foams, plastics, over- 
print lacquers, and inks, and as an adhesive for flexible substrates. 

Tlrixseul A and Tlii.r.vsc~11 435 are two new thixotropic agents for sealants, caulks, 
and pvc plastisols. Excellent heat and storage stability are clainied for both products; 
recommended uses are in polybutene, rubbers, drying oil epoxy and polysulfide 
based systems-TIri.usc~trl4.?5 is also recommended for pvc plastisols. 

A new two-pack polyurethane wood finish, stated to be a breakthrough in lacquer 
technology. has been developed by Sonneborn & Rieck 1,td. The new range, designated 
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9049 A a ~ d  B type, is claimed to eliminate the storage instability common with this 
type of formulation, to be fast drying, and to combine high resistance properties with 
a higher standard of finish than previously available with polyurethane coatings. Tests 
with boiling water, coffee, nail varnish remover, vinegar, lipstick, ink and lemon 
juice all produced no marking or staining. The new finish is available clear or pig- 
mented, in varying degrees of matt, with suitable base coats and undercoats. 

A five day course on "Colour measurement and industrial applications" is to be 
organised by Instrumental Colour Systems Limited. To be held from 15-19 November, 
the course is orientated towards the practical side of colorimetry, particularly in 
match prediction, colour control, and tolerance setting. Various instruments will be 
available for delegates' use, and full details are available from Instrumental Colour 
Systems. 

"Polymer Paint and Colour Journal" is the new title of "Paint, Oil and Colour 
Journal," it was recently announced. In adopting the new title, the journal will change 
its frequency from weekly to fortnightly. 



N d e s  and Nems 

At the time of writing. many applications 
for stand space at OCCA 24, to be held 
at the Empire Hall. Olynipia, 17-21 April 
1972, have already been received, in- 
cluding a number from companies that 
have never before exhibited at an OCCA 
Exhibition. Although the closing date for 
applications was I October 1971, it may 
still be possible for interested cotnpanics 
to obtain space if they apply ir~~r~~c~rli(rfc/)~ 
to the Director & Secretary at the 
Association's offices. 

The times when the Exhibition will be 
ouen are given below: 

Monday 15.00-18.30 
Tuesday 09.30-18.30 

Technical 
Exhibition 
17-21 April 1972 

Wednesday 09.30-1 8.30 

Thursday 09.30-1 8.30 

Friday 09.30-1 6.00 

Interpreters for French, German, 
Italian and Spanish will be in attendance 
throughout the period of the Exhibition 
and all the overseas visitors are asked to 
sign the Visitors' Book at the Information 
Centrc. 

The Association is making arrange- 
ments with various hotel groups for hotel 
accommodation for visitors to the Exhibi- 
tion and information will be published 
in the Oficitrl Grli(1e. 

Paint Technology Manuals- 
Part VII 
In the April issue of tlic Jotrr.rrrrl(page 391 ) 
the attention of nie~iibers was drawn to 
the report of the October 1970 Council 
Meeting, which appeared in the Decenibcr 
1970 issue, concerning the manuscript for 
the seventh part of the Paint Technology 
Manuals. Ry October 1970 the manu- 
script had been finalised, and i t  had bccn 
hoped that publication would follow i n  

1971. Unfortunately, however, this did 
not prove possible and since one of the 
original reasons for the publication of the 
Manuals was to be of help to students 
and younger personnel studying for City 
and Guilds, and in order to avoid further 
delays, Council decided that extracts 
would bc taken from the manuscript, by 
the Hon. Editor (Mr S. R .  Finn, BSc, 



FRIC) and printed in the Jotrvnrrl as 
Student Reviews throughout 1972. 

In the previous announcement, it was 
stated that the list of the proposed 
extracts would be published in the 
October 197 1 issue of the Jorrrnul, so that 
students would be aware of the scope of 
the scheme well in advance of publica- 
tion; the proposed topics and dates of 
issue are as follows: 
1972 
January-The factory. Siting and layout 
February-Raw materials. Storage and 

handling 
March-Varnish and media manufacture: 

( I ) Cold processes 
April-(2) Manufacture in open vessels 

filling and warehouse 
October-Factory organisation and per- 

sonnel 
November-Legal requirements and 

regulations 
December-Factory hazards and safety 

precautions 

Reprints of these extracts will be made 
at the time of printing and these will be 
bound together at the end of the series 
and offered for sale. A special price for the 
bound version will be available to 
Student members. Thus, although the 
Students will already have had the 
Student Reviews in the Jo~tvnol during 
the year, they will also be able to obtain 
a bound version at a reduced rate: this 

May-(3) Manufacture in closed vessels concession being limited, while stocks 
June-Paint manufacture. ( I )  General last, to one copy per Student member. 
July-(2) Processes involving premixing Further announcements will be made 
August-(3) Processes without preniixing towards the end of 1972 concerning the 
September-(4) Layouts, maintenance, availability of reprints and their costs. 

London Section 
Development in resins for surface coatings 
As mentioned in the September issue, a 
special course of six lectures under the 
above title is being organised by East 
Ham Technical College in association 
with the London Section. It will be held 
on successive Monday evenings from 
25 October 1971 to 29 November 1971 
inclusive, from 7.00 to 9.00 p.m. 

The lectures are aimed primarily at 
maturer technicians and technologists 
within the surface coatings and allied 
industries, and will be concerned with 
relatively recent developnients. The pro- 
gramme is as follows: 

25 October-"Alkyd resins," by Mr 
A. K. Unsworth 

I November-"Epoxidc resins," by Mr 
L. A. Tysall 

8 November-"Urethaneconiponents," 
by Mr N. Armstrong 

15 November-"Emulsion polymers," 
by Dr C .  Rondy 

22 November-"Thermosetting acrylic 
resins," by Mr A. G .  North 

29 November-"Water soluble resins," 
by Mr A. R. H. Tawn 

The lectures will be held in a lecture 
theatre at East Ham Technical College, 
High Street South, London E6 4ER, and 
enrolment will be on the first evening. 
Fee for the course will be £3.50. 

Newcastle Section 
The British Titan Cup D. Ansbro of Tioxide International 
The tenth annual tournament for the five UP. 
British Titan Cup was played for over This year the trophy was presented to 
the Hexham Golf Course on Saturday the winners by the Chairman, Mr A. A. 
3 July 1971. The competition, a four ball, Duell, who also took part in the com- 
better ball, against bogey, was won by petition. 
Mr R. G. Carr of Camrex Ltd. and Mr B.R. 
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West Riding Section 
Dinner and Dance advantage o f  tlicse rates should approach 
~j~~ 13t11 ~~~~~~l ~ i ~ ~ , ~ ~  1lancc of thc hotel direct, stating that they arc 

the West Riding Section w i l l  be hcld o n  attending the O C C A  function. Tickets fo r  
thc dinncr and dance are obtainable f rom 

Friday 26 Novcnibcr at the Crown  Hotel, the Hen. Secretary of the West 
Harrogatc. The ticket charge pcr person u id ing  section, M~ M. J .  cochrane, 
wil l  be £3.50, and special co l l ce~~ i011  49 Alnlsford Drive, Harrogate, Yorks, 
prices for  those staying the night havc and applications should be received by  
been arrangcd. Members wishing t o  tnke Friday I ?  November. 

OCCA Australia 
1972 Convention registration can hc obtained by  wr i t ing 
The 1972 Convention o f  tl ic O i l  and 1": 
Colour Chemists Association Australia is Mr R. A. Rettison, 
to be held at Tcrrigal, New South Wales, c /o  British Paints Ltd., 
f rom 22-25 .lunc. P.O. Box 43, 

Rankstown, N S W  2200, 
Details of the Convention and o f  Australia. 

Electro-paint 71 Conference contain six lecture sessions. Dr H. Bard, 
Final arrangements fo r  tl ic conkrcncc o n  CBE. the managing director o f  the 
electropaint organised by  the Technicill Nat ional  Research Development Cor-  
Conference Organisation havc now becn poration, w i l l  open the proceedings, and 
announced. T o  bc hcld at thc Moun t  Dr S. Wernick, OBE, the Hon. Secretary 
Royal Hotel. Marble Arch, London W I ,  General o f  the Insti tute o f  Metal  Finish- 
f roni  13-15 October, thc conference wi l l  ing. w i l l  give the Keynote Address. 

Register of Members 
The fo l lowing elections t o  mcnibcrship havc becn approved by  Council. Thc  section 
to  which ncw tiicmbcrs arc attached arc given i n  italics. 

Ordinary Members 
AHMED. SYEI) ANWAK, MSc, 4 t l i l lbury  Road. London SW17. ( Loncl(>n) 
B~KGIN, KARL BORC;VAI.I), MSc, DSc, 5 Hendr ik Bergh Street. Stellenbosch. South 

Africa. (Sorrtlr Afiiccrrr) 

G l a n o ~ s .  PI-.I-F.K GI:OIK;I:. LR IC ,  32 Skclton Road, Forest Gatc. London E7 9NJ  
( Lonrlo~r ) 

JOHNSON, ROBERT S A M ~ S ,  Coates Bros. SA Limited. 2 Raltex Road, lsipingo Rail, 
P O  2150 Durban. South Africa. ( Sorrtlr Ajiic(lir) 

J(~UHI;KT, THORNTON JEI:I:KI~Y, 14 Ponslhrd Crcsccnt, Esconibc, Queensburgh, Natal, 
South Africa. ( So~rtlr A.fiicrrrr) 

NOMANAL-I, ABI)~IL KAKIM, RSc, PO BOX 81 163, Monibasa, Kenya, 
East Africa. ( 0 vcr.sc>crs) 



OLMSTEAD, HUGH D ~ ~ I G I . A F ,  BS, PhD, 18 Limbrick Court, 
Stockton on Tees. ( A ' c ~ ~ ~ c ~ r ~ t l ~ ~ )  

PRICE, CLIVE .JOHN, 8 Greenways, Penkridge, Str~fford. (Mi( I / ( rr~dr)  
RIEGMAN, PIETFR FIIEDFRIK, 5 Janine Place, Howick, New Zealand. ( AricA lnnrl ) 
STANDISH, BRIAN, BEVALOID (SA) (Pty.) Limited, Box 65, New Gcrniany, So~ltli Africa. 

( Sorrtlr Af,.ic.an) 
WENDON, GUNTFR WILLIAM, BSc, PhD, DIC, FRIC, ARCS, Flat 4, 

36 Fit7iohn.s Aven~le, Londoli NW3 5NB. ( Lo/lclor~) 

Associate Members 
REST, R. A., 21 Millfield, Rerkhanisted, Herts. ( Loll[lo/r) 
GLARNER, RLNE PIERRE, 1 15 Chase Road, Southgate, London N 14. ( Lolrrloll) 
HARBOUR, GEORGF MARTIN, 7 Nassau Road, Barnes, London SW13. ( Lon[lot~) 
M~UNT.IOY, BRIAN KEITH, Freightways Bulk Services Limited, PO Box 30-780, Lower 

Hutt, New Zealand. ( W~l l i t i y to t~ )  
WHITWELL, FRANCIS COLII\I, c/o ICI Paints 1-td., Wexham Road, 

Slough, Bucks. ( Tlrtrrlrc~.~ I'rrllq.) 

Student Members 
BIGGS, Rf GINALD PAIIL,  30 Clrttworthy Drive, Hengrovc, Blistol 4. ( B1.i.s t o / )  
JONFS, ALAN RECINALI), 39 Vassall Road, Fishponds, Bristol BSI6 2LR. (Br.i.\tol) 
LEMAISTIIF, PAUL FRANCIS, 14 Hanbury Road, Amington, 

Tamworth, Staffs. ( b l i ( l / ( ~ ~ / ~ / . \  ) 

WATKINS, DAVII) PACIL, 100 Northcotc Roiid, Mangotsfcld, 
Nr. Bristol BS17 3DF. ( Rr.i.sto/) 

Forthcoming Events 

Friday 1 October Thursday 7 October 
Scottisl~ Section-Stlrrl~nt G'ror~p: "The Brisrol S~cfio11: "Thc future of plas- 
propertics of anti-corrosive pigments" tics." Joint mccting with the Birn~ing- 
by Mr J. Bowden of Craig-Hubbuck ham lJVL Club, to be held at the 
Ltd., to be held at the St. Enoch Hotel, Inlperial Hotel, Birmingham. 
Glasgow, at 10.00 a.m. Ncwcrr.stlr~ Sc~ctiorr: "The fibre o ~ t i c s  

Monday 4 October 
Htrll Section: "Practical pigllicnt dis- 
persion" by Mr J. R. Groom and Mr 
M. Baker (Sandoz Products), to bc held 
at the Queen's Hotel at 7.00 p.m. 

colorimcter and its applications for 
industrial colo~lr control" by Dr 
I .  G. H. lshak of The Paint Research 
Association. to be held at Royal 
Turks Head Hotel, Grey Street, Neu- 
castlc upon Tyne, at 6.30 p.m. 

Tuesday 5 October Friday 8 October 
Tlianies Vlrllt~y Sc8rtiori-Strrrl~rlt t;ror/p: Mnr~clrc.strr Sr~ctior~: "The fibre optics 
"Metal pretreatment" by Mr P. Burden calorimeter and its applications for 
of Pyrene Ltd., to be held at the Main industrial colour control" by Dr 
Lecture Theatre, Slough College, at I. G. H.  lshak of The Paint Research 
4.00 p.m. Association, to be held at the Bolton 



Institute of Technology, Dcnne Road, 
Bolton, at 6.30 p.m. 

Tuesday 12 October 
l t i ~s t  Rirlirrg Scc-tiorr: "Pigmentation of 
plastics" by Mr J .  E. Todd of CIBA- 
GElGY (UK) Ltd., to be held at the 
Griffin Hotel, Boar Lane, Leeds nl 
7.30 p.m. 

Wednesday 13 October 
Lorrtlorr Scctiorr: Chairman's Foru~ii, 
"Cost effectiveness and profitability in 
tlie paint industry" introduced by Mr 
C .  E. Eddowes, to be licld at tlie South 
Bank Polytechnic I'rom 7.15 p.m. to 
5.30 p.m. 
Afcrrrchc.stcr Sc.ction-St~rclmt Gi.o~rp: 
"A review of printing inks and printing 
processes" by Mr F. Lewis of WPM 
Colour & Adhesives Co. Ltd., to be 
held at the Mancliester 1,iterary and 
Philosophical Society at 4.30 p.m. 
Ncwcostlc Secrion-Sturlc~rrt Group: 
Visit to Tioxide International Wenther- 
ing Station at Carlton. 
Scotrislr Sc~ctiorr: "Personalised market- 
ing" by Mr W. A. Croom of the 
International 1.ife Assurance Co. (UK) 
Ltd., to be held at the St. Enoch Hotel, 
Glasgow. at 6.00 p.m. 

Thursday 14 October 
,tIirllr~rcl.s Sc~ctiorr- Trcprrt Vtr1lc.y Brr~rrclr : 
"Corrosion and the automobile" by Mr 
H. L. Quick of Chrysler UK Ltd. 
Joint meeting with the East Midland 
Branch of the Institute of Metal 
Finishing, to be held at tlie British 
Rail School of Transport, London 
Road, Derby, at 7.00 p.m. 

Friday 15 October 
Iri.sl Scctiorr: "Factors which affect tlie 
efficiency of ball milling" by Dr W. 
Carr of CIBA-GEIGY (UK) Ltd., to 
be held at the Clarence Hotcl. Welling- 
ton Quay. Dublin, at 8.00 p.m. 
Mirllrrrrrls S(1ctiorr: "The importance of 
electrokinetics in electrodeposition" by 
by Professor G .  D. Parfitt of Tioxide 
International Ltd., to be held at the 
Rirminghani Chaniber of <'ommercc 

and Industry, 75 Harborne Road, 
Birininghan~, at 6.30 p.m. 

Wednesday 20 October 
Scottislr Section-E[r.sterrr Branch : 
"Developments in water-based surface 
coatings" by Mr A. J. Becalick of 
Lcnnig Chemicals Ltd., to be held at 
the Carlton Hotel, North Bridge, 
Edinburgh, at 7.30 p.m. 

Thursday 21 October 
Tlrrrnres Valley Section: "Pollution" by 
Dr R. R. Brown, Scientific Adviser to 
tlie Greater London Council, to be held 
at the Beech Tree Hotel, Maxwell 
Road, Beaconsfield, Bucks, at 7.00 p.m. 

Friday 22 October 
Mrrnclrc~stcr Sc~crion: Annual Dinner 
Dance, to be held at the Piccadilly 
Hotel, Piccadilly Plaza, Manchester 1.  

Monday 25 October 
Lorrrlorr Sc~ctiorr/E~rst Hctrrr T~clrrricol 
Chlk:<rc~ corrrscJ: "Developments in 
resins for surface coatings" see page 
1000. 

Friday 29 October 
Rristol Sectiorr: Ladies evening. "Paint, 
art, colour and heraldry" by D r  S. H. 
Bell of The Paint Research Association, 
to be held at the Royal Hotel, Bristol, 
at 7.15 p.m. 

Irislr Scv-tion: Annual Dinner Dance. 
to be held at the Tara Towers Hotel, 
Dublin. Reception at 8.00 p.m. 

Monday 1 Novemher 
Hrrli Se>criorr-"Some aspects of drying 
oil technology" by Mr G.  Hutchinson 
of A. R. Fleming & Co. Ltd., to be 
held at tlie Queen's Hotel at 7.00 p.m. 

Lontlon Sc,ctiorr/Ecr.sf Hrtril Tc~clrrri(~i1 
('O//clgc c.oui..sc.: "Developnients in 
resins f'or surface coatings" see page 
1000. 

Tuesday 2 November 
T/rcrr~rcs Vrrl1c.y Scctiorr-Strrrlc.r~t Grorrp. 
"Acrylic resins" by Mr A. R.  H. Tawn 



of Cray Valley Products Ltd., to be 
held in the Main Lecture Theatre, 
Slough College, at 4.00 p.m. 

Thursday 4 November 
Nrwcustle Sc~ctiorr. "Hazard analysis- 
a quantitative approach to safety" 
by Mr T. A. Kletz of ICI Ltd., HOC 
Division, to be held at the Royal Turks 
Head Hotel, Grey Street, Newcastle 
upon Tyne, at 6.30 p.m. 

Monday 8 November 
Londorr Section/Eo.st Hrrnr T?c/rtrictrl 
Cblkc~gc~ courseJ: "Developments in  
silrhcc coatings" see page 1000. 

Tuesday 9 November 
West Riclitrg Sc~ctiorr. "Silicates" by Mr 
K. Loftman of the Cabot Corporation 
of Boston, to be held at the Griffin 
Hotel, Boar Lane, Leeds, at 7.30 p.m. 

Wednesday 10 November 
Lonclorr Sc~ctiolr. "Changes in the 
physical characteristics of paint films 
in differing environments" by Mr 
R. L. J. Morris of the Quality 
Assurance Directorate (Materials), to 
be held at East Ham Technical College, 
at 7.00 p.m. 
N e w c a s t l ~  Sc.ction-St~rtker~f Group. 
"Paint formulation" by Mr H. Caddell 
of International Paints Co. Ltd., to be 
held at the Newcastle Polytechnic, 
Ellison Place, Newcastle upon Tyne. 
at 3.00 p.m. 

Thursday 11  November 
Scotrislr Section. Joint Meeting with 
British Paper and Board Makers' 
Association. "Amino resins-t heir use 
in surface coatings and paper indus- 
tries" by Mr R. McD. Barrett of BIP 
Chemicals Ltd., to be held at the 
St. Enoch Hotel, St. Enoch Square, 
Glasgow, at 6.45 p.m. 
Mir1Ictnd.s Sectiorl-Trclrrt V r r l l r j ~  
Bruticlr. "Chromate and phosphate 
pigments in anti-corrosive primers" by 
Mr H. F. Clay and Mr J. H. Cox of' 
SCC Colours Ltd., to be held at the 
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British Rail School of Transport, 
London Road, Derby, at 7.00 p.m. 

Friday 12 November 
Mrrrrclrcstc~r S(lc.tiotr. "The management 
of' human resources" by Mr J. Munro- 
Fraser of the University of Aston-in- 
Birmingham, to be held at the Man- 
chester Literary and Philosophical 
Society. 36 George Street, Manchester, 
at 0.30 p.111. 

Saturday 13 November 
Scotlislr Scc.tio~r-Strrrlrr~t Grorrp. 
"Exploration o f  the North Sea for 
fuel" by Mr Junor of BP Chemicals 
International Ltd.. to be held at the 
St. Enoch Hotel, St. Enoch Sq~larc. 
Glasgow, at 10.00 a.m. 

Monday 15 November 
Lotr(1orr Sc~ctiotr/Etr.st Herrlr Toc.lrtric.cr1 
Co/ /o~~c  c'orrrsc: "Developnients in 
resins for s~u-fiice coatings" see page 
1 000. 

Wednesday 17 November 
Scottislr S~cfion-Eastcrrr  B ~ . r r r ~ e l ~ .  
"Pollution." Joint  meeting with 
BPBMA in Aberdeen. Further details 
will be supplied later. 

Friday 19 November 
Iris11 Sectior~. "Powder coatings" by M r 
Lonsdale of BJN Paints Ltd., to be 
held at the Clarence Hotel, Wellington 
Quay, Dublin, at 8.00 p.m. 
Lotwlorr Sc~ctiorr: Ladies Night, to be 
held at the Strand Palace Hotel, 
London WC2, at 7.00 for 7.30 p.m. 
Mirllcrrre/.s Svctiorr. "Oil-free alkyds" by 
Mr A. G .  North of Cray Valley 
Products Ltd., to be held at the Bir- 
mingham Chamber of Con~merce and 
Industry, 75 Harborne Road, Hir- 
minghani, at 6.30 p.m. 

Monday 22 November 
Lor~(lorr Soction/Drst H(rnr Tc~clrrric~crl 
Co1lcn.c~ corrrsc: "Develovn~ents in 
resins for surfi~ce coatings" see page 
1000. 
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Thursday 25 November 
Tliunies Vfilley Section. "The phil- 
osophy of paint testing" by Mr T. R. 
Bullett of The Paint Research Asso- 
ciation, to be held at the Beech Tree 
Hotel. Maxwell Road, Beaconsfield. 
Bucks, at 7.00 p.m. 

Friday 26 November 
Bristol Sectiotr. "Quality control." 
Discussion evening. Panel: Mr W. S. 
Grainger of Berger Paints, Mr D. S. 
Newton of British Steel Corporation, 

and Mr J. R. Taylor of BP Chemicals 
International Ltd. To be held at the 
Royal Hotel, Bristol, at 7.1 5 p.m. 
West Ri~litig Sectiotr. Annual Dinner 
Dance, to be held at the Crown Hotel, 
Harrogate. 

Monday 29 November 
Lotidott Sc.ctiori/Eost Hnnl Tcclitiicul 
Colk.~c. corrrse: "Developments in 
resins for surface coatings" see page 
1.000. 



Oil and Colour Chemists' Association 
President: A. W .  BLENKINSOP 

The Oil and Colour Chemists' Association was formed in 1918, to cover paint, printing 
inks, pigments, varnishes, drying and essential oils, resins, lacquers, soaps, linoleum and 
treated fabrics, and the plant, apparatus and raw materials useful in their manufacture. In 
1924 it absorbed the Paint and Varnish Society. The stated purpose of the Association is to 
promote by discussion and scientific investigation the technology of the industries concerned 
with the above-mentioned products, and to afford members opportunity for the interchange 
of ideas. This is achieved by the regular holding of ordinary meetings at which papers are 
presented, and the organisation of annual technical exhibitions, biennial conferences, educa- 
tional activities and practical co-operative experimental work. Details of these activities are 
given in the Jortrnal of the Oi l  and Colorrr C11enii.st.s' A.s.sociation, which is published monthly, 
and whose pages are open to receive con~nlunications and other pronouncements on scientific 
and technical matters affecting the members of the Association and the industries concerned. 
The Association's meetings also afford opportunities for members to meet informally and 
socially. 

There are Sections of OCCA in Auckland, Bristol, Hull, Ireland, London (with a Southern 
Branch), Manchester, the Midlands (with a Trent Valley Branch), Newcastle upon Tyne, 
Scotland (with an Eastern Branch), South Africa (with Branches in tlie Cape, Transvaal and 
Natal), Thanies Valley, Wellington, and the West Riding, and these are responsible for the 
conduct of their own local affairs. There is also a General Overseas Section. There is also 
a close alliance between the Association, the Federation of Societies for Paint Technology 
in the United States, and the Federation d'Associations des Techniciens de I'Industrie des 
Peintures, Vernis, Emaux et Encres d'Imprimerie de ['Europe Continentale (FATIPEC). 
The Association also maintains cordial relations with the Scandinavian Federation of Paint 
and Varnish Technicians (SLF). 

The five Sections previously maintained by the Association in Australia formed (1.1.68) 
the Oil and Colour Chemists' Association Australia, having the same aims and activities as, 
and working in close liaison with, the parent body. 

Ordinary Membership is granted to scientifically trained persons, and Associate Membership 
to others interested in the industries covered. Student Membership, which is intended primarily 
for students, is open without restriction to persons under the age of 21 and to those up to 
25 who are following a course of technical study. The annual subscription in each case is 
£5.25, except for Student Members whose subscription is £1.05. An entrance fee of 50p is 
payable by all members. Applications for membership are invited from suitably qualified 
persons who are engaged or otherwise interested in the industries noted above. Applications. 
which should be supported by two members of the Association (one of whom must be an 
Ordinary Member), should be forwarded to tlie Director & Secretary at the address given 
below. Application forms and full details of membership may bc obtained from the offices 
of the Association. 

PUBLICATIONS 
Jortrnal of the Oi l  and Colottr Clrerirists' Associatiorr. Published monthly. Subscription rate 

to nonmembers in 1JK and abroad; f 10.00 p.a. post free; payable in advance. 
An Iritroductiorz to Paint T(~hno10gy (Second Edition with additional chapter). Pp. 187, illus- 

trated, with index, £ 1 .OO (including postage). 
Paint Teclznology Manrtals 

Part 1: "Nonconvertible Coating," Second Edition, Pp. 343, £1.80. 
Part 2: "Solvents, Oils, Resins and Driers," Second Edition, Pp. 268, £ 1.80. 
Part 3: "Convertible Coatings," Pp. 318, £ 1.75. 
Part 4: "The Application of Surface Coatings," Pp. 345, £1.75. 
Part 5: "The Testing of Paints," Pp. 196, E l  .75. 
Part 6: "Pigments, Dyestuffs and Lakes," Pp. 340, £ 1.75. 

Director & Secretary: R. H. Hamblin, M.A.. F.c.I.s., Wax Chandlers' Hall, Gresham Street, 
London EC2V 7AB. 
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PEINTURES 
PIGMENTS VERNIS 

Founded in 1925 

Published under the patronage of the French National Federation of Paint, Varnish and 
Printing Inks manufacturers. 

This journal is of a scientific, technical, economic and professional character and 
contains, apart from the editorial, columns on Technology, Rheology, Technical 
Information, Industrial Research News, Documentation, Economy, Information, 
Apparatus, New Products and Processes. 
It is, therefore, intended not only for scientists and technicians in research laboratories 
and enterprises in the field, but also for suppliers of raw materials and manufacturers 
of materials. 

Cost of a yearly subscription: 
France: 80 Francs. Abroad: 95 Francs 

Specimen copies available on request directly from the Editor: 
SOPRODOC: Commercial Department, 

80, Route de St-Cloud, 92-RUEn-MALMAISON (France) Tel: 967-77-95 

Exclusive Representatives for Great Britain: 
BRITISH OVERSEAS MEDIA BUREAU REPRESENTATIONS LTD., 

16-17 Bride Lane. London EC4Y 8EB. Tel: 583-0581 

print in practice 
Metchim's have been printers for over 100 years. 

Today, in the heart of Westminster, in the shadow 

of Big Ben, our modern automatic presses pro- 

duce vast quantities of high-class printed matter, 

day and night, in our 12,000 square feet factory. 

M E T C H I M  & S O N  L T D  
G E N E R A L  C O L O U R  A N D  P E R I O D I C A L  P R I N T E R S  

8 S T O R E Y ' S  G A T E ,  W E S T M I N S T E R ,  S . W . l  

T e l e p h o n e :  0 1 - 8 3 9  2 1 2 5  ( 4  l i n e s )  
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For the f i rs t  t ime  Associated Lead n o w  
offer paint manufacturers a complete 
three-coat Calcium Plumbate system 
which ensures perfect intercoat 
adhesion. It is no surprise that this technical 
triumph began in Associated Lead's 
laboratories. Here the unique rust inhibitor, 
Caldiox Calcium Plumbate, was developed 
many years ago and perfected in a formulation 
for a primer that was soon accepted by the 
world. Associated Lead carried research to a 
further crucial stage and have solved the far- 
from-easy problem of introducing Calcium 

Plumbate t o  t he  undercoat and finishing' 
coat as well, thereby achieving corrosion 
protection throughout the paint system. 
We offer the formulation of this unique 
three-coat anti-corrosion system to any 
interested manufacturer - free. 
Need we say more ? 

ASS C>C:I/YI'E D LIIAD 
ASSOCIATED LEAD MANUFACTURERS LIMITED 
Clements House. 14 Gresham St.. London E.C.2. 
Crescent House. Newcastle-upon-Tyne, NE99 1 
Lead Works Lane. Chester CHI  3BS 
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The Fund was established in 1935 t o  
provide assistance by grants o r  loans t o  necessitous 
cases amongst persons engaged in the colour, paint 
and varnish industries and t o  the widows and other 
dependants o f  persons lately engaged in those 
industries. 

Pension schemes and the " Welfare State " 
are unfortunately not always adequate t o  meet 
difficult circumstances at a given time. It is in  such 
cases that the Fund can be o f  practical assistance. 

Finance is obtained by voluntary gifts from 
firms and individuals by way of covenanted sub- 
scriptions, annual subscriptions and donations, 
supplemented mainly by money raised by an annual 
golf competition. The Fund costs very l i t t le  to 
administer as all services are given voluntarily. 

For many years the income from these 
sources proved adequate t o  meet the yearly grants 
paid. This i s  no longer so. 

Contributions are therefore greatly needed 
and should be sent t o  : 

HONORARY SECRETARY, 
c/o PAINTMAKERS ASSOCIATION OF GREAT BRITAIN 
PRUDENTIAL HOUSE, WELLESLEY ROAD, CROYDON CR9 2ET 
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t&em#v, now Porter Lancastrian 
introduce transportable Portatanks 
for the Paint Industry 

Transportable Portatan ks 
combine all the features of  the 

static Portatan k-Bul k storage in air free 
conditions-elimination of oxidisation-no cleaning-maximum 
economy and now the PLUS transportable Portatan ks enable 
you t o  move your paint in bulk wi th  all these features. 
Additionally a stirrer can be incorporated and Portatanks can 
simply be pressurised for coupling t o  spray equipment.-Want 
t o  know more ? 

For full technical information contact : 

BAYLEY STREET, BOLTON, LANCS. Telephone: Bolton 331 1 1  
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C L A S S I F I E D  A D V E R T I S E M E N T S  

Classified Advertisements are charged at the rate ot 50p per line. Advertisements for 
Situations Wanted are charged a t  12+p per line. A box number is charged at  5p. 
They should be sent to the Director & Secretary, Oil & Colour Chemists' Association, 

Wax Chandlers' Hall, Gresham Street, I,o,ndlon, E.C.2. Telephone: 01-606 1439. 

SITUATIONS VACANT 

lmportante Societe 
de 

Peintures Industrielles France 
offre tr6s bonne situation 2 

lngenieur 
OU 

Chimiste Experimente 
pouvant assurer les fonctions de 

Chef de Laboratoire 
Importants avantages sociaux 
Logement assur6-Salaire &lev6 

Ecrire & Box No. 339 

WANTED 
REDUNDANT STOCKS of Chemicals, 
Colours, Waxes, Oils, By-products and kindred 
raw materials. Box 338. 

SERVICES OFFERED 
COMMON MARKET. British Paint Tech- 
nologist, 20 years' experience in France in 
managerial position, offers services to UK 
manufacturer seeking to develop business in 
France. Fluent French. Fully conversant with 
local methods. Domiciled Paris region. 
Write to HAVAS ROUEN No. 224 (France). 

SITUATIONS WANTED 
Chemist with 25 years experience of the develop- 
ment and production of paints, polymers, and 
plastics with particular reference to corrosion 
and chemical resistance seeks new post due to 
redundancy. South of England preferred. Box 
No. 340 

SITUATIONS WANTED 

London Member, aged 50, requires situation 
in one of the following:- 

Development; Raw Material Testing; 
Testing of Paints, Inks or Paper; 
Technical Buying; Statistics; Costing; 
Technical Service or Representation; 
Colour Matching. 

Write to Box No. 337. 

BSc (Chemical Technology (Surface Coatings)), 
aged 27 years, with five years general experience 
in the British paints and resins industry and a 
publication in an American paint journal seeks 
position in related industries in Spain (preferably 
near Madrid or in Galicia. Employment pre- 
ference is in the field of structural unsaturated 
polyesters. 
Write to Box No. 341 
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SITUATIONS VACANT 

TECHNICAL EXHIBIT ION l N T R O D U C T l O N  TO 

k 
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Mander-Kidd South Africa 

Liquid Ink 
Specialist 

Mander-Kidd offer an outstanding career opportunity in Durban, 
South Africa, for a liquid ink specialist. 

Mander-Kidd South Africa are based in Johannesburg, have manu- 
facturing plants in Durban, Cape Town, Port Elizabeth, and 
Johannesburg, and already make liquid inks in Johannesburg and 
Cape Town. 

The successful candidate will pilot the formation of a new liquid 
ink division in Durban and will be responsible for its subsequent 
technical operations. As this is a new project, it requires some- 
one with drive and initiative, as well as the ability to work on 
his own. 

Applicants should be  over 25, competent in formulating both flexo 
and gravure inks, and experienced in customer servicing. The 
salary will be negotiable, depending on age and experience. 
Passage for the successful candidate and his family will be paid by 
the company. 

Please send fully detailed applications (which will be  treated in the 
strictest confidence) to : 
Mr A A Barr, Mander-Kidd Ltd, P.O. Box 13 
Old Heath Road, Wolverhampton, WV1 2RS 

paint 
T E C H N O L O G Y  

EMPIRE HALL, OLYMPIA, PRICE ft 

L O N D O N  O I L  & COLOUR C H E M I S T S '  ASSOCIAT ION 
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A. HOLDEN AND SONS LTD 
BORDESLEY GREEN ROAD, B IRMINGHAM B9 4TQ 

We wish to appoint a 

SYNTHETIC RESIN RESEARCH 
MANAGER 

to  lead a teal11 of qualified chcniists in 3 ncwly constructed, well equipped Synthetic 
Resin Research Laboratory. The appointment is ncccssitated by our wis!i to rcorganise 
and expand our present facilities. It is envisaged that applicants will bc g r  n d !~atcs or 
corporate members of tlie Institute of Cheniistry, and will probably bc aged 35-45 
years. Several yesrs experience in research work on Synthetic licsins for tlic surfacc 
coatings or closelv rclated field is reqilircd, together with a proven ability to lcsd and 
motivate the work of others. This Company mani~fscti~rcs a range of Industrial finishes. 
notably those used in packaging. 

Written applications in tlie first instance to: 
M r  S. E. Canning, Chief Cliemist. 

4 4  . . . . . . . . . .  and finally we 

filled the vacancy through a 

classified advertisement in J. 0 .  C. C .  A.  " 

The journal is read by technical personnel 

throughout the surface-coati ngs 

industries, and Situations Vacant may 

be advertised at the rate of 50p per line, 

and 12ip per line for  Situations Wanted. 



76 crude oil tanks at the Burmah Oil Refinery 
Extension, Ellesmere Port are primed with 

Atlas Ruskilla Quick Drying (2 hour) 
Metallic Lead Primer. 

More and more national and international companies are 
finding their corrosion protection requirements are satisfied 

with Metallic Lead Primers. 

They are available based on a variety of binders (oil, alkyd, 
rubber, epoxy) enabling a type to be selected suitable for 

application at site or at steel works, and providing protection 
in marine, industrial or chemically polluted atmospheres. 
Obtainable from leadin paint manufacturers. 

1:RI:E 64 I'A(;E AIANUAI. 
Our 'l'cc11nic:il hl:lnu:~l is dc~igncd 
t o  inli~rni lxttli pi~ilil ~ i i :~~i i~I ' :~cI i~rer  
and 11,cr ~ , f  the merit :~nd  \cope 01- Sl'liI.'I'HOKNIi MKI'A1.S I.IMI1'BD 

hIct;~l l~c  I.c:ld I'r~rner. \Y'c ~nvitc  you i l I ~ r r r ~ ! f ~ r r r r r ~ ~ ~ ~ r ~  ofi l l t ' ru/ / ic I.nr'l I'krrreirt. 
1<, \end li)r your pcrsnn:~l c<>pv (:lii~rcl~ Street. l<ick~nanu\vorth, 

cont:~ining uwr storic\. 1cchnic:tl :ui~I Ilcrt.;. \YL)3 I J U  Englanil 
T C \ C ~ ~ C I I  itillll.ni:~llt)ti ~lra\vn ~<icl~m3tlu\n)rtti 73hS6. 

f n ~ m  \vt~rlil-\viclc \011rcc\. 3ellinp agents t l~r~tugl io~tt  the world. 

with Metallic Lead 
Rimer 

Printed in England by Metchirn BL Son Ltd.. 8 Storey's Gate, Westminster, London, S.W.l 
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